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Injunction Sustained.
In April, 1902, the Attorney General
of the United States, under direction of
MAINE.
Pi esident Roosevelt commenced action
iitTH PARIS.
against the alleged beet trust under
Τ riu· Moderate.
what was designated as the Sherman
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Auti-Trust law.
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products. The trial was before Judge
Grosscup of Chicago with the result
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Grosscup's injunction contained the
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fallowing counts: (1) Prohibits the
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I continuance of a combination to suppress competition in the purchase of
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cattle for slaughter: (2) forbids the
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maintenant e of uniform prices in selling
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meats; (.'>) forbids combination between
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parties to obtaiu discriminating rates
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from the railway companies. The in\TIO WOODBURY. Α.M
junction was made permanent. An
Physician and Surgeon,
appeal was then taken by the packers to
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the Supreme court.
sol'TH PARIS.
It was practically established in Judge
Street.
t c an·! residence, 12 High
Grosscup's court that by mutual agreeI ment
among themselves the packers
r F. -SMITH.
each day fixed the price of live cattle
which stock raisers were obliged to acAttorney at Law.
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cept, and that the selling price of the
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other in the live
stock markets of the different states, to
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b d up prices for a few days in order to
induce the cattlemen to send their stock
at
Law,
to the stockyards, to fix prices at which
Attorneys and Counsellors
Sol'TH PARIS, MAINE.
they will sell and to that end to restrict
shipment of meat when necessary, to
Alton C. Wheeler.
James S. Wright.
establish a uniform rule of credit to
dealers and to keep a black list, to make
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hundred
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put
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We have seen a complete change in
farm machinery. The old tools of years
ago have gone out of existence, and we
are now using all new and remodelled
implements. We have observed the
rise
of all our present commercial
methods of handling apples and other
fruits, and the opening of foreign markets, of cold storage, of various manufacturing enterprises, such as the evaporating and canning industries and the
rape juice business. We have seen the
eginning of the use of glass in commercial floriculture, until in 1890 about
sixty-five million square feet of glass
We have
were devoted to the business.
seen the evolution of the plant industry
and the mailing trade, of the forcing
bouse business and of industrial education, the rise of colleges and experiment
stations. The number of horticultural
societies iu the United States has been
increased to hundreds. State departments of agriculture have been created;
also the office of Secretary of Agriculture
at Washington.
And all this in the lifetime of the Western New York Horticultural Society.
The evolution of
horticultural literature is no less remarkable.
Only two pomological books
existed in 1S55, the works on fruits by
Thomas and Downing. Now we have
five hundred volumes devoted to horticultural affairs, and the horticultural
press shows an equal progress. The
only thing that Dr. Bailey has to note
with regret is the passing of the amateur
tield, it being swallowed up iu the commercial trend. There are few collections of fruits, such as that of Ellwanger
Λ· Barry or that found on the grounds
of the state experiment station. At the
stations they are made for scientific purposes. but there are many fruit growers
of wealth who might have such collections. It is to be regretted that we have
lost the personal touch with the fruit

Ε

;

have heretofore expressed that the
cellar storage stock would prove heavier
than commonly thought has proved a
good guess, especially with potatoes.
Apples are practically at a standstill, in
many localities they are literally snowed
iu. Those th-*t have been moved during
the frigid weather have reached the market either badly chilled or frosted, many
of them, hence must go at the buyer's
price and quickly. These effects produced by deep snows and intense cold
are emphasizing strongly the need that,
storage plants, large or small, should be
located dircctly at railroad shipping
points, so that stock can be safely and
promptly loaded and shipped when tho i
market demand is best regardless of1
wind and weather.
Potato conditions are even more sluggish than apple and without as hopeful 1
a
future prospect. When
the time
conies that all potatoes and apples in- |
tended for shipping shall be stored in
co-operative or individual storehouses—.
as we believe they will be, practically,
iu time—there will be had a better opportunity to make an intelligent estimate
of the quantity of stock seeking an outlet, hence surer judgment may be used
iu the matter of selling or holding.— ;
Maine Parmer.
j
we

The Stark

Apple.

h ml tlrewood, and from tliia store be
drew, heaping the combustible materi.il an the hearth until a cheering
blaze fairly illumined the worn aud dilapidated iuterlor. Near the fireplace
wen? a j»i»t and kettle, whose rusted
appearance bespoke long disuse, but a
trencher and porridge spoou on a stool
near by seemed waiting the coming of
the master. A couch of straw had been
the lonely shepherd's bed and later the
lodgment of his enemy, the wolf.

[ COST ίΛ VXD.]
1 Ills news makes it the mure necessary I should hasten to tlie king." lit
said. "The emperor's message—Fran·
• is
should receive it at onee.
Here,
therefore, must I leave you; or why do
you not return with me?" addressing
the jester. "The letter from Charles
will exonerate you, and Francis will re
ward you in proportion to the injuries

What say you,
you have suffered.
mistress';"
"That I will never go back." she answered briefly and looked away.
Caillette'» perplexity was relieved by
the-plaisant. "Farewell, if you must
'.'We meet
leave." said the latter.

"Here you may rest, Jacqueline,
without fear of being disturbed again
this night," he said.
She sank wearily upon the straw,
then gave him her hand gratefully.
Her face looked rosy In the retiectiou
from the hearth. A comforting sense
of warmth crept over her as she lay in
front of the blaze. lier eyes were languorous with the luxury of the heat
after a chilling ride.
Drawing the
cloak to her chin, she smiled faintly.
Was it at his solicitude? Ile noticed
how her hair swept from the saddle

again. I trust."

willing." returned thf
poet. "Farewell, and good fortune go
with you both." And, wheeling abruptly. he rode slowly back. The jestet
and the girl watched him disappear
over the road they had come.
"A true friend," said the plaisant as
Caillette vanished in the gloom.
"Vou regret not returning with him,
"The

fates

started.

"Why did you not tell

me

It was not

discussion with the scamp student?"
she asked. "Why did you let me Imagine that you"— Her eyes said the
rest. "You should not have permitted
me to—to think it," she reiterated.
He was silent. She closed her eyes,

a

their way.
Their horses crept along; the girl
bent forward wearily;heretofore the excitement and danger had sustained her,
but now the reaction from all she had
She
endured bore down upon her.

but In a moment her lashes uplifted.
"And I should not have thought It,"
she said.
"Jacqueline!" he cried, starting up.
She did not answer—indeed, seemed
sleeping her face turned from him.
Through the open doorway a streak
of red in the east heralded the coming
glory of the morn. "Peep, peep." twittered a bird on the roof of the hovel.

of calling to the fool, of craving the rest she so needed, but a feeling of pride or constraint held her
silent. Kefore her the shadows danced
illusively, the film of brightness changed aiul shifted, then all glimmering
and partial shade were swallowed up
iu a black chasm.
Hiding near, the jester observed her

thought

form sway from side to side and spurIn a moment he had
red forward.
clasped her waist, then lifted her from
the saddle and held her before him.
"Jacqueline!" he cried.
She offered no resistance. Her head
remained motionless on his breast. Sedulously he beut over her. The warm
breath reassured him; tired nature had

From the poplar It was answered by η
more melodious phrase, a song of welA moment
come to the radiant dawn.
the jester listened, his head raised to
the growing splendor of the heaven,
then threw himself on the earthen tloor
of the hut aud was at once overcome
with sleep.

simply succumbed.
Gathering the young form gently to
him, the Jester rode slowly on, and
the horse of hie companion followed.
So he weut, he knew not how long,
listening to her breathing that came
full and deep, half fearing, half wondering at that relaxation. For the first
time he forgot about the emperor and
his purpose, the free baron and the desires of sweet aveugemeut. He thought

to

CHAPTER XXII.
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TIE slanting rays of the sinking sun shot athwart tlie valley, glanced from the tile
roofs of the homes of the

j

r_i

they

L·.

receiving

milking ration, or an excess maintenance
ration, according to the advancement of
the lactation period. Of course, such
men are disappointed sometimes, but it
frequently happens that cows bought in

serve:

"Shall we go ou?"

They had not long left the brook and
the bridge when from afar they caught
sight of the regal chateau and the

this way turn out to be splendid milkers
when given an abundance of the right
kind of feed and proper care.
Some men never have a good cow just
for the reason that they are stingy
feeders. There are two kinds of poor
feeder*, one is the extravagant feeder
and the other is the stingy feeder. It
is not necessary to waste either grain
or roughage in feeding dairy cows, but
it is necessary to give them all they will
clean up properly.—Turf, Farm and
Home.

Variety of Food Necessary.
J. Α., of Amherst. Ohio, asks if I reject corn as a food for poultry. By no
means; it is one of our best and cheapIt can be fed once a
est poultry foods.
day to good advantage. Fowls liko corn
and it is good for them, but they must
not have too much, and must have other
foods every day. Corn onoe a day, say
a quart to twenty hens every night, is
almost a necessity, but they need wheal,
peas, cooked beans, oats, meat, ground
bone, grit and pure water every day.
A

is a good winter offset for
If you have no other grain but
corn.
corn, see that they have plenty of clover,
cabbage and some lean meat or skim
milk. This ought to make it plain.
Chickens will eat almost anything, from
a dead mouse to a green cucumber, and
it pots us forward to provide them with
wholesome
an ample variety of clean,
food if we want them to show good
health and produce plenty of eggs.—
Cor. in Tribuno Farmer.

Clover

bay

clustering progeny of red roofed bouses
at Its base. At once they drew rein.
"Shall we enter the town, or avoid it
the
by riding over the mead?" said

plaisant.

"What danger would there be in go"W bom might
on?" she asked.
we meet?"
Thoughtfully he regarded the shin"Xo
ing towers of the royal residence.
! one. I think." be at length replied, and

ing

they went

on.

Around the town ran a great wall,
with watchtowers and a deep moat,
their right to
j but no person questioned
the freedom of the place, a sleepy solHe forgot he yet held her hand.
dier at the gate merely glancing iudifstood t ferently at them as they passed beIn tlit shadow ο! ;i
Gabled
eliepli· :d's hut apparc.juy lioserted and neath the heavy archway.
to incline
a
fool
tendency
The
with
houses
humankind.
Isolated from

!
!

reiued the horse, which for some tiuu
Lad been moving painfully, and at thai
abrupt cessation of motion the Jestrest
looked up with a start
Meeting his eyes, at first she did not
withdraw her own. Questioning^ hei
bewildered gaze encountered his. Ther
Λ-ith a quick movement she released
herself from his arm and sprang tc
the ground, lie, too, Immediately die
mounted. She felt very wide awak<
conscious
fuw, as though the sudden
ress of that encircling grasp or some
tiling In his glance before she slipped
from him had startled away the torpoi

western horses sold of somnolence.
Five hundred
in one city in Maine during the past
"You fainted, or fell asleep, mistress,'
year is a record that would make he said quietly.
the broad acres of this state cry out
"Yes, I remember, In the gorge."
had they but power of
lu protest
"It was Impossible to stop there, so ]
the
strongspeech. Economy is one of
Rut here In this shepherd'i ι
nature. Maine is the rode on.
laws of
est
dud shelter."
we
hut
may
clovers
of
the
natural home
graases,
And, turning the horoee, be would 1
and the oat plant, which contain those
elements known to be best adapted to have led them to the door, but the ani
building up a perfect horse. The mais held back, then stood stock still
heavy corn feeding practiced in the Stirling to the hut, the Jester steppe< I
corn belt admittedly grows a beefy,
wildly
In. but quickly sprang to one side, and I
well-formed drafter quickly and cheap"frenzied shepherds."
s he did so same creature shot out ο
ly, but he has to be made all over r|.e door and disappeared in the gloom.
and acclimated to boot before
No one ever misses it by giving hit again
"A wolf!" exclaimed the plaisant.
is a real hone adapted to the heavy
horse· plenty of clean bedding. Thre< he
Enler.ug the hut once more, h< ι
a clean hone In th< hill and oity work in the East—Maine
and
atraw
of
wisp·
■truck a light In a coruer lay fur» >
Fanner.

**r<T***lr^g do not go together.

her head to the earth, and,
sitting there on the stool, wondering
perhaps at its abundance, or half
dreaming, he forgot he yet held her
hand. Gently she withdrew it. and he

pillowing

Maine
Parmer: I take the
peasantry and illumined the lofty
ask you a question in regard
towers of a great manorial chateau.
I have ordered 50
to the Stark apple.
-into the little town at the foot of
of the trees to set out this spring, but
the bip house rode shortly before
some tell me they are no better than
nightfall the- jester and bis companion.
the Ben Davis. If that is so, I do not
her he held; how courageous yet During the day the young girl had
I can change my order any only of
waut them.
in the world; how she teemed dlitldent and constrained. She
time before March, and I thought you uloue she was
won her
who bad been all vivacity and life, on
would be likely to know something of had planned the service which
the apple. I have taken the Parmer a the right to his protection; her flight a sudden kept silence, or wheu she did
good many years and no doubt the Stark from Francis—but where? To whom speak her tongue bad lost its sharpapple has been discussed in the paper could she go? To whom could she ness.
but I cannot remember such things very turn?
I'ncouscious she lay In his
Ills first greeting that morning had
well ho if you will kindly give me your
arms in that deep sleep or heavy Inbeen a swift, almost questioning, glance
opinion or knowledge of the apple you ertia following exhaustion, her pale before which she bad looked away,
will greatly oblige
face against his shoulder, and as the ι In her face was the freshness of dawn,
A. U. Fakrington.
Overhead
young plaisant bent over her his heart the grace of springtide.
Holden, Me.
whisThe Stark apple is grown to a limit- thrilled with protecting tenderness.
sang a lark; at their feet a brook
ed extent in this state by many of our
And. bm for him, whom else had pered; around them solitude, vast, infruit growers. It is always found at the ehe? This young girl, had she not be- finite.
He spoke and she answered;
exhibitions of the State Pomological come his burden of responsibility, hla her reserve became infectious; they ate
Society. The tree is hardy, a strong moral obligation? For the first time their oaten cakes and drank their wine,
grower, a good bearer and begins to bear he seemed to realize how the line ten- each
strongly conscious of the presence
The fruit is
at a reasonably early age.
hei nature had touched his; of the other. Then be rose, saddled
of a desirable size, dull red on a green drils of
so gently, but their horses and assisted lier to mount.
ground in color. The quality is much touched and clung, ever
So they rode, pausing betimes to rest,
after the Ben Davis standard save that it fast.
is a grade better in flavor, yet can hardly :
Hp saw her, too. secretly and silent- and even then she bad little to say
at a rusbe rated as "good/' Keeps well through :
ly cherishing a new faith lu her bos- save oiu-e when they stopped
the wiuter. Buyers, we think generally, om amid a throng, lax and infirm of tic bridge which spanned a stream.
take it with other lots, but prefer the
to
"Who is it that has wedded the prin
purpose, and wonderment gave way
Baldwin and Spy.—Maine Parmer.
another emotion as his mind leaped cess?"
from that past, with its covert, inner
For a tuomiMi. i.·' »» i η 'ί answvr.
Feed makes the Cow.
the untrammeled moment when then brlcJly
! »he .-ι »:\v.
There are many good cows that are life, to
solthe
in
known as such simply because she had thrown off the mask
not
"And why did >»a njt soil me this
they do not get eDough feed on the itude of the forest.
before';" she asked when he liad tiuAfar the bell of some wanderer from lshed.
right kind of feed. Cows appropriate
him
amount of feed to put flesh
a certain
the herd tinkled drowsily, arousing
"Would jou have credited me then?"
on their bones and after they have
fFom his reverie. The horses were as- he replied, with a smile.
the
excess
is
turned
into
supplied this,
The road emerged Into a
cending.
Quickly she looked at him. Was
milk.
plain set with bracken and gorae, there that in her eyes which to him
Too many feeders try to get along on
with here and there a single tree whose robbed memory of its sting": At their
as little feed as possible with the result
told of storms braved feet the water leaped and laughed,
that the cow requires all or nearly all of inclining trunk
for many seasons. Near the highway, curled arou..
the stones and ran on
her allowance to maintain her condition.
This is one reason why good judges of
with dancing bubbles. Perhaps he recows prefer to pick up animals that
turned lier glance too readily; perhaps
they can buy reasonably cheap, dependthe recollect lou of the ride the night
ing upon their judgment for good milkbefore recurred orervividly to her, lor
cows
These
low-priced
ing qualities.
she gazed suddenly away, and he wonare then put into a clean, well ventilatdered in what direction lier thoughts
ed stable and their feed gradually intended, when she said with some rea full
are
creased until
Editor

liberty

gradually repluced

tlie wonder depicted on his features. "You .are fleeing from tlie court, I toward It." he
remarked jocosely.
"What mean you, fool?" demanded
the horsemau sternly.
"That 1 have run away from the
duke, tool," answered the hunchback.
•The foreign lord dared to beat meTriboulet--who have ouly been beaten
b.v the king. Sooner or later must I
have lied in any event, for what Is
Triboulet without the court or the
look

Horticultural Methods.

established.
The I*ηited States Supreme Court has
recently handed dowu a decision through gardens.
Justice Holmes, concurred in by the full
Apple and Potato Outlook.
she observed quickly. "Honbench, sustaining Judge Grosscup's inThe silver lining to the heavy cloud perhaps?"
not
junction against the beef trust in full.
that has been overhanging the apple and kors and oliices of preferment are
the
Justice
lu sustaining
iujunction
potato situation for several weeks past plentiful."
Holmes thus spoke:
is still hard to find, the color remains
1 want noue of them from Francis,"
••It charges a combination of a domiat its brightest.
The opinion that he returned as they started slowly on
of the dealers in fresh pale
nant

KRRICK A PARK.

aM'.wq K. Herrlck.
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!

from the

perpendicular overlooked

the

of
winding street; dull, round panes
with
glass stared at them fraught
of spying
mystery and the possibility
in
eyes behind, but the thoroughfare
save
that vicinity appeared deserted
for an old woman seated in a doorway.
Before this grandam, whose lacklus
beter eyes were fastened steadfastly
fore her, the fool paused and asked

court without Triboulet?" his indignation incr.'ing into arrogant vainglory.
"When did you leave the duke?" asko·] the otl.er slowly.
the
"Several ilays ago." replied
dwi-rf. gazing narrowly at his· queslie should
11 nier. "Down the road,
lu» far away by this time."
Su. ]-.'ci.)i!sly the tluke's Jester regarded the li'.ihclik ik and then glanced dubiousiy toward the gate through which
ihey had entered the town. He had
experienced Tribouiet's duplicity and
malice, yet in this instance was disposed t » give credence to his story, because he doubted not that Louis of
Hochfel; would make all haste out of
Francis' kingdom. Nor did it appear
unreasonable that Triboulet should
pine for the excitement of his former
life, the pleasures and gay et y which
prevailed at Fools' hall. If the hunchback's information were true they need
now have little fear of overtaking the
free baron and his following, as uot
far beyond the chateau town the main
road broke into two parts, the one coutiuuiug southward and the other
branching oft:' to the east.
While the horseman was thus re-

flecting. Triboulet. like an imp. began
to dance before them.
"Λ good joke, my master and mistress in motley," he cried. "The king
to exchange Lis
was weak enough
dwarf for a demoiselle. The latter has
tied; tilt· monarch has neither one uor
the otii'T, therefore is he himself the
And thou, mistress, art also
fool.
w >rthy of the madcap bells," he added,
his distorted face upturnc I to the Jes-

lue
of wad unmistakably continued.
eight of the tavern which they came
suddenly upon and the appearance of
the innkeeper interrupted this dark
trend of thought, and, springing from
his horse, the Jester helped the giri to
dismount. «
The house, being situated in the Immediate proximity of the grand chateau, received a certain patronage from
noble lords aud ladies. This trade had
givcu the proprietor such an opinion of
his hostelry that common folks were
not wont to he overwhelmed with wel-

come. In the present iustance the man
showed a disposition to scrutinise too
closely the modest attiré of the newcomers aud the plain housings of their
chargers, when the curt voice of the
Jester recalled him sharply from this

forward occupation.
With a shade less of disrespect the
proprietor bade them follow him.
Itooms were given them, and in the
larger of the two chambers the plaisant, desiring to avoid publicity of the
dining aud tap room, ordered their sup-

per to be served.
I'uring the repast the girl scarcely
spoke; the capon she hardly touched;
Once
the claret shi« merely sipped.
when she held the glass to her lips he
noticed her hand trembled just a little, and then when she set down the

goblet how It closed, almost fiercely.
"Oh," she said at length, as though
giving utterance to some thought which,
pent up. she could no longer control,
"the irony, the tragedy, of it!"
"What.

Jacqueline?"

he asked gen-

tly. although he felt the blood surging

in his head.

"Morbleu!

A merry

monarch"—

she began, aud broke off abruptly, rising to her feet, with a gesture of aversion, and moving restlessly across the
"After all these years! After
room.

all that hail goue before!"
For some time he sat with his sword
across his knees, thinking deeply. She
went to the window aud looked out.
When she spoke again her voice hud
regained its self command.
"A dark uight," she said mechanical-

tress.

ly.
"Jacqueline."

"How so'·" she asked, not concealing
the repugnance he inspired.
"Because you prefer a fool's cap to a
king's crown." lie answered, looking
significantly at her companion, "wherein you but followed the royal preferHo. ho! I
ence for bond coverings.
saw which way the wind blew; Irow
the monarch's eyes kindicd when they
rested on you; how the wings of Mme.
iVKtampes' coif fluttered like an angry

he asked, glancing up
in the crypt that
day wo escaped did you pause ut that
monument V"
from the blade,

"why

butterfly."

"Silence, rogue!" commanded the
juke's fool, wheeling his horse toward
tiie dwarf.
"And then for her to turn from a
throne room to a dungeon!" went on
Triboulet satirically as he retreated.
"As Brusquet wrote, 'twas
A

"Morbleu'

merry

monarch

jeetivsn fnlr;
A jestri-ss fair, I ween!"

and

She prantfl the hilt to her Ιΐ/ι*.

yulckly «lie turned. gazing «t 111,0
from the half darkness in wbieb she

stood.

"Did you see to whom tlie monument
erected?" she asked in a low
voice.
"To the wife of the constable. But
what was Anne, duchess of Dubrols,
was

to you ?"
She was the last lady of the castle." said the girl softly.
•«Anil how was It, mistress, the castle was confiscated by the king?" be

continued after

a pause.
"Shall I tell you the story?" §be
asked, lier voice hardening.
••If you will," he answered.
description of the scene
where the constable braved the king,
insisting on his rights, was true." she

"Triboulet's

observed proudly.
"But why had the noble wearer of
this sword been deprived of his feudal-

"Was it you. mistress, gave it him?"
he asked, with a suiiden sharp look.
lie;· contemptuous gaze was her only

ity and tenure?"

reply.
"By

"Because he was strong and great,
and the king feared him; because he
the
was noble and handsome, and
It was not
queen regent luvctl iiliu.
her hand only I..>uise of Savoy, Francis' mother, offered, but the throne."
Quickly she crossed the room and
leaned upon the table. In the glimmer
of the caudles her face was soft and
tender. He thought he had never seen

the dust of kings, when last I
saw it, the haughty constable himself
It was who wore It," continued Trlboulet. "Aye. when he defied Francis
1 can «ee him now, a rich
to his face.
surcoat over his gilded armor, the
with all
queen mother gazing at him
her soul In her eyes, the brilliant comoverawed.
pany startled, even the king
'Twas I broke the spell, while the
monarch and the court were silent, not

a

daring to speak."

1·rom the young woman's)
You!
haejes flushed α flame of deepest
tred.
The hunchback shrank back, then
Ί, Trlboulet!" he boasted.
laughed.
"
'Ha,' said I, 'lie's greater thun the |

white.

Silently t|ie plaisant obeyed,

j

very

and Tri-

boulet once more ventured forth.
"Momus go with you!" he called out

after them.
More quickly they rode on. Furtively. with suppressed rage in his heart,
the duke's fool regarded his companion. Her face was cold and set,
and as his glance rested on its pale,

hé

his breath
pure outline, beneath
cursed Hnisquet, Triboulet and nil
He understood now—too
their kind.
well—the ita-ret of her flight. What
he had heretofore been fuirly assured

March,

April, May

There ie

a

beet time for doing

everything—that is, a time when a
thing

can

Ile walked to tlie door. The Ih'ht
ou his face: hers remaille I shaded.
"Good night," she said.
"Good night. Jacqueline, duchess ol
Dubrois," he answer»**!, and. turning,
disappeared down the corridor.
was

CHAPTER XXIII.

JQ
LU

ROM one of the watchtowers
of the town rang the clear
note of a trumpet, a tribute of
melody, occasioned bv the
awakening in the east. As the last
clarion tones re-echoed over tin· sieep
Ing village a crimson rim appeire!
above the horizon, and soon the eut re
wheel of the chariot of the sun uo'
rolled up out of the illimitable abyss
and began its daily race across the sky
About the same time the sleepy
guard at the town gate was relieved

by

an

equally drowsy appearing
there

Here and

er.

windows

troop

were

'Vel! in the
fltit!.. Ί
.·
ι!· be.;an
..e
Kin::.ι J :.·!.ι .-ι
i'i i!.e l.· tun of III·'
to concret::!e.
tavern the land! »rd moved about. setting to rights the table.·» and chairs or
sprinkling fresh sand on the tloor. The
host had Imt opened the front door,
permitting tlie fresh, invigorating ait
from without to enter, when the duke's
plaisant, his cloak over his arm, descended the stairs and. addressing the
landlord, asked when he and his comcould lie provided with breakt.

<

turned to the taproom.
"Yon had a noisy company here last
night, landlord." he vouchsafed, glancing around tlie room and recalling tin
laughter and shouts he had hearu c<

hastily.

membered, laughed."
Let us go," said the Jestrese,

that had most affected her.
"I will leave you," he went on.
"Have you everything you need?"
"Everything." she answered careless
ly·

the lires must yet be started. It will
be an hour or more before you can be
served. You ride forth early."
The plaisant made no reply as lie
strode to the door and looked out.
noted sundry signs of awakening life
down the narrow street aud then re-

proud a sword as that of the king.
Where did you get it?" And in his
sudden Interest the dwarf half veutuie.1 from his place of refuge.
"Answer hlni not!" said the eiri

started and answered the constable, refusing his claim. Not long thereafter
the constable died In Spain, and I completed the Jest. -So,' said I, 'he Is less
than a man.' And the king, who re-

rose. Absently ne returned the
weapon to his girdle.
"IIow tired I feel!" she said.
Ininiediitely he got up. "You arc
worn out from the journey." he oV
eerve.i quickly.
liuc he knew it was not t lie Journey

quickly

"Breakfast!" grumbled the proprie
"The maids are hardly up. and

a

frowned,

His face flushed. She half smile I.
then plated the Made on the board lie
fore him.
"There ft is."
Above the sword lie reached over, an
If t ) phic» his hand oil hers. Inn κ!ι«·

tor.

lier lips were compressed.
flushed,
The countenance of the duke's plaisant
seemed paler than its wont.
"Little monster!" he muttered.
But the huuchback iu his retreat was
now regarding neither the horseman
nor the young girl. His glittering eyes,
as if fascinated, rested oh the weapon
of the plaisant.
"Wlint u flue biatie you ve goi mere
lie said curiously. "Much better than
a wooden «word. Jeweled, too, by the
holy bagpipe! And a coat of arius"niore excitedly—"yes, the coat of arms
of the great constable- of Dubrois! As

Francis

ly.

sheathed."

fast.

pursuit.

whereupon

from

panion

But ere the hunchback could finish
this scurrilous doggerel of the court,
over which doubtless many loose witlings had laughed, the girl's companion placed his hand on his sword and
'flu· word·
started toward the ».
Π -silly ladied on Tribouiet's Hps.
dodged into a narrow space between
two houses, where he was safe from
Jacqueline's face had become

king!'

below came the voice»
ol
of newcomers, the impatient
tipplers for ale, the rattle of dishes In
the kitchen. Wrapped in the recollections the conversation bad evoked to
Jacqueline the din passed unnoticed,
and when the rosy cheeked hiss had
pone It was the Jester who first spoke
"What a commentary on the mocker}
of fate that the sword of such a man.
80 Illustrious, so unfortunate, should
be Intrusted to a fool!"
"Why," she said, looking at h!m. lie:
arms on the table, "you drew ir brave
and once more bravely kept il

opened

be done to the beet ad-

low until

late hour.

a

"Noisy company!" retorted the inn
keej cr. "A goodly company that ate
and drank freely. Distinguished comown
pany that paid freely; the king's
guards, who are acting as escort to
Robert, the duke of Frledwahl. ami his
Noisy company,
britle, the princess.

forsooth!"

"The duke is here also?"
"Yes; at the chateau. The princess
had become weary of travel; be-ides,
had sprained her ankle, I heard, and
would have it the cavalcade should
tarry a few days. They e'en stopped
at my tloor." he went on ostentatiously. ". ltd called for a glass of wine for
the princess. "l is true she took it with
a flow η. but tlie hardships of journeying do not agree with grand folks."
>rbed
These last words the Jester, al
in thought, did not hear. Wiih Ids
back to the man. he stood ;-a i:u:
through the huh window, apparently
across the street. Hut between it.e two
houses on the other side of the thor-

considerable

o| en
oil
space, and through this, far aw· y
the mount, could be seen the chate.:ti.
"Ami yet it was a handsome est» :!
cade," continued tlie proprietor, his
predilection for pomp overcoming hi-,
churi.si.nes.;; "the princess on a sie»·
with velvet housings, set with preeiot:
stones: her ladles attired in easier.

oughfare

was

a

sion.

tempt.

"Then followed the endless persecution and spite of a woman scorned,"
she continued rapidly. "One by one his
He
honors were wrested from him.
who had borne the flag triumphantly
through Italy was deprived of the government of Milan and replaced by a
brother of Mme. de Chateaubriaiit,
then favorite of the king. His castle,
>
lands, were confiscated until, driven l
despair, he fled and allied himself
with the emperor. 'Traitor' they called him—he, a Bayard!"
A moment she stood, an exalted look
on her features—tall, erect—then stepped toward liini and took the sword.
With a bright and radiant glance she
surveyed It,'pressed the lillt to her lips
and with both hands held it to her
As if fascinated, the fool
bosom.
Her countenance was
watched her.
upturned: a moment, and It fell; a
dark shadow crossed it; beneath her

lashes her eyes were like night.
"But he failed because Charles, the
said almost
emperor, failed hlui," she
mechanically, "and. broken In spirit,
met his death miserably In exile. Yet
His memory Is
his came was Just.

dearer than that of a conqueror. She,
the queen mother. Is dead. God alone
may deal with her."
More composed, she resumed her
In the chair on the other side of

place
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Scott's Emulsion
of Cod Liver Oii
It will nourish and strengthen
the body when milk and cream
fail to do it. Scott's Emulsion

and Pills

>

SCOTT I BOVINE

"Yes.

trust to your nose."
"Triboulet!" exclaimed Jacqueline.
"Is it you, ladybird?" said the surprised dwarf, recognising in turn the
maid. "And with the plaisant," star-

inu bard at the fool.

Then a

•■«•parllla promisee
HJÏI·
and keepe the premise.
•die
cunning

i

te

a

girl who,

with him In Spain."
The entrance of the servant to reInterrupted their
the dishes
move
As the door
further conversation.

hetul of the procession rode"—
"1 lave the horses brought

once."

Thus

out

brusquely interrupted,

at

the Inn-

stared hlnnkly at his guest,
who had left the window and now
stood in the center of the room confronting him. "And the breakfast '{"
asked the man.
"I have changed my mind and do

keeper

not want it," was the curt response.
Hastily making his way to the room
of the young girl, the jester knocked
on the door.
"Are you awake. Jacqueline?"
"Yes," answered a voice from within.
"We must ride forth as soon as possible. The duke is at the chateau."
"At the chateau!" she exclaimed in
surprise. Tlieu after a pause: "And
Triboulet saw us. lie will tell that you
1 will come down at once.
are here.
Wait," she added, as an afterthought
seized her.
He heard her step to the window.
"1 think the gates of the chateau are
open," she said. "I am not sure; It Is
so far."
"Do you see any one on the road
leading down?"
"Xo," caine the answer.
"Nor could I. But perhaps they have

already passed."
Again (lie jester returned

tj the tapwhere he found the landlord polishing the pewter tankards.
"The horses?" said the fool sharply.
"The st ibie boy will bring them to
the door," was the response, and the
innkeeper held a pot in the air and
leisurely surveyed the shiuiug surface.
room,

"The reckoning?"
Deliberately tiie man replaced the re·
ceptacle on the table and. pressing his
thumbs together, began slowly to cal
dilate, "Hot l le of wine, ID sous; capon,
ϋυ sous; two rooms"— when the Jester
took from his coat ihe purse the young
girl had given him, and, selecting a
At the
coin, threw it on tlie board.
sight ol' the purse and its golueu conic.its the countenance of tne proprie >.·
His price forthwith var.e.l
m >l!itU<d.
with l<s changed estimate of his
"Two room*. 00
g".est's condition.

kOu.s; fj.bier. 40 sous," he went on.
"That would tnake""Ket'p lie c un," said the plaisant,
'•and have the >table boy make haste."
With new alacrity the innkeeper
thrust the pistole into a leathern pouch
he c.Triel at his girdle. A guest who
paid ■··» well could afford to l»e eccciitrie, and il he and the young lady
: ose to travel without breakfast it
was obviMtsly not for the purpose of

I beref >re. exclaiming someeconomy.
thing about "a lazy rascal that needel
stirring up." the now interested laudIn· I was aim ;t to ^ro to the b.-rn hiinsc'f when. >v!<h a loud clattering, a
party of burs-Mien rude up tu the tavThe vIjji· burst open, and Trlern.
bjulct. loli.i.ved by a tall, ru-.'ged lookin;; mar. and a party of troopers, entered the hall.

fTO bk

coxrocm.]

I)ln monda.

Previous to the discovery of the Brazilian wines in 1T27 diamond* were
.omul chleilv In Imlia aiul Borneo. The
st valuable Brazilian diamond was
tr
Southern Star. found in !<"> I. wliieh
weighed ϋ.'-ί c'ra's in the r ιι.Ίι anil
I:.: carats alter cutting. Tie S>uth
Af:ic..ii diamonds do not e«[Uai tl»e Brag I;an for purity on tl e aver se. other
• outlines
wiiere dianio:;,!» ..re l.nowu
; iv iii·· I'liKed Slate*. !!rill !i tiulana.
Iti.ssia. I'hlna. Sumrtra and A'.i-<tralia.
In the United Stales the M >:>es are
found only occasionally in alluvirl material and drift. Tlie trreat lakes region Is one of tlie districts in which

they are

found.
owing to the peculiar circular or oval
form of the deposits in which diamond·
arediscovered In South Africa it is considered that these deposits mark the
vents or pipes of ancit ut volcanoes, and
it is therefore considered that the presence of diamonds is connected with volcanic activity, the stones either having
bon brought up from the interior of
the earth or having lieen formed where
found under the influence of molten
rock in connection with carbonaceous
shale.
Monkey·

"Nothing Is

more

ul

I'luy.

instructive." said

the zoo keeper to a Baltimore Herald
reporter, "than to watch youiiK monkeys at play. The e Interesting creatures Investigate everything with in·
They tlj things
satiable curiosity.
startling enough lo convince n::* that
.a/i.

».

"I had In India a y >un; ... in'.··;.· that
learned to put the key In t e i h u and
unlock the chain that fastened it to a
pole. Near this monk.y there ai.vays
unlay η brush with a 1·: ndle that
screwed. In time the mon!;«y learned
to
to unscrew the handle and then
It In attain.
friend of mine had

screw

a π >:Γ ··> that
t* e
h>· kept chained Just out of re ii of
to
hearth tire. This monkey lean ·!
·■ > ! tie;»
tear strips from newspaper».
the
Into long tapers and l:;.l.t ti eui in

"A

flames."

Hood's SarsaparlUa

ter

:iriu<«—r run

If your blood is impoverished
Λ Colo»»!·. ! filol.
what
Two miles from Ivamakura
your doctor will tell you
from Yokohama, in
you need to fertilize it and give twenty

the table, the sword across her arm.
is always the same; always
"And how came you, mistress," he
time
best
the
beneficial
the direetiou of the inn.
fectively. Now ie
asked, regarding her closely, "lu the palatable and always
"Follow your nose, if nature gave for purifying your blood. Why?
Francis ?"
built
by
is
palace
pleasure
where the body
wasting from
a Jeering
you a straight one," cried
ι Because your system is now trying
"When the castle was taken, all who
thorthe
of
side
other
the
the
from
voice
to purify it—you know this by
cause, either in children
had not fled were a gamekeeper and any
blind
that
oughfare. "If it be crooked, a
other
and
latter"—
The
eruptions
pimples
his little girl—myself.
or adults.
man and a dog were a better guide.
nave come on your face and body.
Ironically—"pleased some of the court
The speaker, a squat, misshapen figand
We will tend you a temple tree.
ladies. They commended her wit,
turnure, bad emerged from a passage
to the
advanced
she
was
gradually
ing into the street and now stood,
He Hurt· that tliw pichigh position she occupied when you
twirling a fool's head on a stick and
ture in the form oi u
across
a
strange glance
arrived." with
lulx l in on tb«· wmppei
gazing impudently at the newcomers.
the medicines to take—they do the I>oard at her listener.
of every bottl oi ICinul·
"Ha, ha!" laughed the oddity who Are
and agreeably
"And the gamekeeper—your fatherhïou you buy.
had volunteered tide malapert response the work thoroughly
Is dead?"
to the Jester's inquiry. "Yonder sign- and never fail to do it.
"has
"Long since."
Hood's are the medicines you
post." pointing to the aged dame,
"The constable had no children?"
lost its fingers, or, rather, its ears. Bet- have always heard reoommended.
CHEXISTS
It Is believed, died

vantage, most easily and moet ef-

01

they have almost human

sweeter or more womanly expres-

"But he refused it," she continued,
"for he loved only the memory of his
wife. Lady Anne, she a perfect being;
the other—what?"
On her features shone a Une con-

ellks; UeiiliM, u.e men

cis' troops in rich armor, the duke's
soldiers more simply arr.tyed. At the

ill Karl SI., lew TNI
50c. mid

$1.00.

All Drugging.

ai.

I about
,·.:ι.

»:ι

the ton:·»!·* sits ti e i.iojt
Ii i.· t'.e
gigantic Idol lu tl'e world.
from
brazen image of a deity nnt! <!.:
who
tlie reigti of the Emperor S..·· :n.
The din.ct: ; .us of
died A. I). 748.
tills idol are colossal. Ills lie! .-at fr.>ai
>11 wii: ή
the base of the lotus flower u·
be sits to the top of his Ilea is six.yT!;e late is
three and a half feet.
and a
sixteen feet in length and nine
feet
half feet wide, the eyes are t!iree
the
nine lnchee from corner to corner,
a half feet and the
and
five
eyebrows
The chest
ears eight and a half feet.
the middle
Is twenty feet in depth, and
live feet Ion/;. The
is
a teirace near

linger

exactly

are
leaves of the lotus throne
wide.
each ten feet long and six feci

fifty-six

Artlatlc niillculttra.
the
"It is dliticult for a beginner In
drama even to walk ncroHH the stage
properly, isn't it?" asked the student.
"Yes." answered Mr. Stormlngtou
Barnes absently. "But It isn't as hard
stsMons."
as learning to will; between
—Washington Star.

Of More Coaxrijucncr.

Wii'-.os Is gilng
atout voi\ Me*eer—I don't tnind that. !#r.t If l:e be :1ns
It.—
to tell the truth I'll let him knrv

Hanley—That man
everywhere tellng lies

Lipdon

Tit-Bits.

Kapolrnu nnd tlie Dlrprlnrv,
"Ilow did Napoleon get ΙιΝ assistant*
at the time of the consulate":"
"Oh. I suppose he looked lu tho directory ."—Yale Record.

T'.i· ('«un! Cntme.

can you spell kitten?"
"No. i v : I.e.·."
"But what do you go to sehojl for?"
"Ouly c.uiii.» you make tnc, mother,"

"Reggie,

■aid Reggie sudly.

BSTABLHaei* 1>«S.

The

ftxford Hcmocvat,
ISSUED TUESDAYS.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, MAR. 7, 1905.
A ΤWOOD

A

E4IUn ud

FORBES,

Proprl^^s.

a. E. Forbks.

tiaoaoB M. atwood.

Tumi —41.50 year If paid strictly In advance.
CKberwtae #J.0o a year. Single copie· 4 cent·.
a

AU legal ad crtlet mente
ΑυνκκΊΊβκχκΜΤ*
are given three conaecUre IneertU na for $1.30
of
column. Spec lal contracta
In
Inch
length
per
made with local, transient and yea 'ly advertla—

ers.

Job Ρκιλτιμο:—Sew tvpe, faat pt *aca, «team
an· low price*
power, experienced workmen
combine to make thl* 'leparuncnt >f our l>usl
oeaa complete and popular.

Coming

Events.

March 7 —Oxford Pomona

Grange, Wert Parle

NEW Λ 1) V KKT1SK M KVPS.
New Suite, Coate and Waist».
For Sale.
A New Ualvanlzed Pall.
For Sale.
Annual M<*etlnir.
statement Quim v Mutual Fire Insurance Co.
Not a Patent Medicine.
Notice of Bankruptcy.
Parker's Hair Bal*aiii.

Notes from the Legislature.
long series of bearings by the
special committee on state printing came
to an end Monday night with a session
lasting until after midnight, and a hearing was held the next day on the bill to
abolish the office of state printer. There
seems to be quite a general impression
about the state house that the office will
be abolished.
the
Resubmission was defeated in
further
some
house Tuesday, after
debate, which came near getting personal
before it was finished. The vote was 28
in favor of resubmission, ami 101 opposed. The Oxford County representatives all voted against resubmission, except Martin of Rnmford. who was absent.
An interesting hearing was that before
the committee on taxation on Tuesday,
on the State Orange bill to add a mill to
the state tax for the benefit of schools,
and reduce the minimum to be raised by
the towns for common schools from 80
The
cents per inhabitant to 30 cents.
bill had strong supporters and strong
The

opponents.

The bill to provide penalties for nonfeasance of duty by sheriffs and county
attorneys was passed by the senate Wednesday, 20 to 4, notwithstanding the opposition of Senator Staples, who alone
the minority report against the

signed

bill.
By

a vote of 18 to 3, the seuate passed
the bill increasing the governor's salary
from $2000 to *«XH>.
The Sturgis liquor law enforcement
bill has two reports from the temperance
committee, five members in favor and
five opposed.
Franklin County also wants a five-dollar bounty on bears like Oxford's and
the matter has been left with the delegation from that county.
The committee on agriculture has reported in favor of an act putting a bounty
on crows, and an act to prevent willful
destruction of trailing arbutus.
The senate by a vote of 20 to 3, and
after a debate, voted Thursday in favor
of the repeal of the compulsory arbitratioo clause in the Maine standard fire
insurance policy.
The bill to tax the trading stamp business is defeated.
Favorable reports have been made ou
an act to extend the charter of the Buckfield Water Power and Eletcric Light
Company, and an act to amend the charter of the Norway Village Corporation.
The fisb and game committee has reported favorably on a bill for the protection of fisii in the tributaries of Upper
Kezar Pond, and an act to regulate tishing for trout and salmon in Big Concord
Pond. The bill last named closes Concord and its tributaries for five years.
Resubmission was disposed of in the
senate Friday by a vote of 3 in favor and
15 opposed.

Waat ParU.

TEE OXFORD BEARS.
rnt DOINGS OF THE W£E<

iN

«

I

SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY

iAst week at Bethel occurred the
death of one of our oldest
well known citizens, Mr. Fnnoi» A.
Young. Mr. Young has been in failing
health for eome time. For several years

"J J"«Jl

he and hie wife have spent their summers at their former homestead here,
and have passed the winters with their
First Kaptl*t Church. Be*. E. O. Taylor, paetor children at Bethel.
This last autumn
I'reaching every Sunday at 10 45A.M. Sun-lay
Sabbath Evening Service at they went away with the
<chool at 12 m.
Paris Hill.

r ::w r. ι». Y. P. 3. C. E. Tue«dav evening.
Pmyer Met;ting Thunulay evening at 7 Λ). Coveunt Meeting the last Frl'ny Deforc the let,
AU not
*t)D<lav of the mouth at 1:30 r. M.
jUicwtee lonnected are cordially Invited.
Ι.'οΚτίαΟβ; «'buret1, Rev. J. H. Mule, Paftor.
[*rea 'htng service every Sunday at 10:45 A. *lua·!'* -x;hool at 11:45 À. M.

permanently remaining at Bethel.
Funeral services were at Bethel and
the body was brought here last
for burial. Mr. Young was
Daniel Young and was born in Norway,
n«o :21
He married Fannie a.
1826.
and they
eight children, hve of whom are now
H vin?
He was one of the first settlers
a°d
in this village and came here in
went into trade. At that time the Q.
R R. bad only been built tw# or tnree
years and there were but two or three
houses in the place. In 1854 Elijah S.
Berry was appointed the first postmas.
1857 Mr. Young «U appointed
,,,
to that office, and with the exception of
a
short time about 1800, held tha
position conlinuously until the time ο
Cleveland's first administration in 1884.
He therefore had the unusual record of
being postmaster for about twenty-h

J™1*?
^V,rwav

Spaiildi'ng

hadafamUyoJ

Mrs. C. L. Carter, who has spent the
.viator in Montclair, N. J., was at the
Hill for a day or two last week, stopping
>Èf on her way to Bethel.
The annual meeting of the Sumner
ind Paris Telephone and Telegraph Co.,
'or reports and election of officers, will
Hi held at the Forbes school bouse, Satirday, March 11, at 2 P. m.
There will be a poverty party at Acadmiy Hall, Thursday evening of this
.veek. Music by Steams' Orchestra.
\dmist>ion to spectators 10 ceuts. Dancng 50 cents per couple. Every one incited to dress in the most ragged suit
x>ssible. A good time insured.
"V
The Ladies' I'niversalist Sewing CirThe Indien Aid of the Methodist
:le will meet with Mrs. O. A. Thayer church are feeling much gratified that
lext Thursday afternoon at half-past the nice new pews receutly put into the
I wo.
chapel are now all paid for mostly by
On Friday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock their efforts. They had *150.00 of their
will
η Cummings Hull, the Ladies' Aid
previous earnings which they utilized
neet to sew. All ladies are invited to
will
do
work
some and bring some
they
,»»»» Ρ"* —
'or the coming fair to be held in August. from here to South Paris to the bazaar
to
will
be
served
at
6:30
o'clock,
last Thursday evening t» see the drama
Supper
which a cordial invitation is given to all Hazel Adams played. They reoort that
A. K.
;o come, and also to contribute for the the play was very well handled.
In the evening a social and Shurtleff protests
that he was 1irer>
ables.
anxious to go with the party butdidnot
jood time. Admission 10 cents.
Amidst all the reports of drought and feci that he could spare the necessary
( ihortage of water. Paris Hill is rejoicing
the South Par s
We suggest
η an abundant and uninterrupted sup- friends take up a benevolent collection
ply of the best water furnished to any
tillage in this state of noted springs.
In the six winters that this system has settled in her apartment in Masonic
t>een in operation, only one family has Block.
She has a pleasant location
jver been cut off for any length of time
which is an improvement over
mer upstairs rooms over the store
»y a freeze outside the buildings.
Jar vis M. Thayer is getting out lum- *
will close her store this
ber for an addition to his bain at Elmnirst Farm to be built this spring.
week, as she is in Boston to attend the
Leslie K. Newell has been indulging tuillinery openings.
iiis taste for a good horse bv purchasing
Rev F Ε. Barton was in town last
χ very handsome
ami promising Bay Saturday making calls, and was a guest
N'elson colt.
over Saturday night with Dr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Columbia l'arris celebrated her Ο. K. Yates.
:>lst birthday on the 27tli of February.
There was a dance at Dunham s Hall
Horatio B. Hammond
Mrs. l'arris is à remarkably young Fridav evening.
woman of her age, her mental facilities lost a good overcoat containing a silk
haudkerchief and a pair of gloves· I*
being as bright as ever.
supposed some one at the hall exchanged

}»S

'l*

fSi

/hat

^T ÎOT]

Mrs.'Karnuro

_

W11ITTKMORK

DISTRICT.

School closed Friday, March 3d. with
sociable Thursday evening. Quite a
large attendance. Harold Briggs, teacher.
He gave the scholars a nice preseut.
The scholars in return gave him a nice
little present.
Henry Tuttle is again able ίο be out.
North Paris.
Charles I'age is reported sick with a
fever.
The other sick ones are reported on
the gain.
A. J. Abbott and wife visited their
at
South
Poland last
son. Arthur,
week. Mr. Abbott attended a meeting
of Pomona Grange at Howe's Corner.
James Ross has done work for Dca.
Dunham for the present.
Joseph Moody lias bought some standing wood of Cyprian Benson.

rears ago. ^
Jacob Briggs, an old gentleman, died
ι tt the town farm recently. He has been
1 11 for some little time.
Schools closed Friday.
Dr. A. E. Cole's family have shared
I .he ills of the season of sickness.
Mrs. Benj. Gerrish is much improved.
Mrs. Ο. E. Waite has a new organ and
ι iow we shall expect to bear great reι mits from her Rhode Island Reds.

|

line species Tuesday was unparalleled.
The train ran over three dogs, and yet
hero are others.
Burt Hutchinson has moved on to hie
] ate purchase, the David Record farm.
Prof. Osier's suggestion of doing
! iway with the threescore man
might

|

The mortuary record among the

ι tave

their

They

more

lick.

Balance In favor of town,
Rate of taxation,
Town valuation,
Number of polls,
Not taxed,
Expended for schools,
Expense of poor,
VITAL STATISTICS.

Elizabeth Stuart Phelps
tioo-e.
F. I,yle Blanchard.
Elsie Hall and Be-ele Goud.
Piano Duet,
Λπι.η
Sot Guilty,
James Harold Young.
The Salvation of Madeline Bray,

Horse',

Cow*,

Sheep,
rhe Assault on Fort Wagner,
In 1841 the
Anna E. Dickinson
Thomas Fltzmaurlce Vail.
Hordes,
Oulda Cows,
Cigarette's Ride ami Death,

Mo··!

Baft0„

report

Sheep,

Town

241
18

$1,096.20
525.22

showed as follows:
187
443
246
4227

Oxen,

School Orchestra.

$254,717.<M

326
7
11
098
92
613

old,
old,

Oxen,

Edith Grahame Croes.

.02

LIVE STOCK.

Colts 3 to 4 years
Colts 2 to S years

Charles Dickens
Mabel Winifred Gleason.
Girl·' Chorus,

$1,135.48

17
12
22

Births,
Marriages,
Deaths,

$192,619.00

valuation,

Note the change in 03 years.
On Thursday, March 2d, occurred the
funeral of John Ford of Hartford Centre.
Age 72 years. Mr. Ford was well and
favorably known by a large circle of
friends and acquaintances as he had in
years past been in stage and hotel business in the county in various places, and
was faithful and obliging in those posi-

tions. For late years ho has been in
very poor health and for more than a
Before
room.
year confined to his
health failed he was a capable, industrious citizen, and much use to the public. He leaves a widow and two children.
East Waterford.
William Emery is very low. His son
Will has come from Rumford Falls.
E. C. Hilton is tearing down a large
shop on the place and building a hen
house at the end of the barn.
Mr. and Mrs. Philip H. Rolfe and little
Bernard arrived from Appleton Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Adelbert C. Walker and
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Walker, who were
married not long since, had a wedding
reception in Haskell's hall Feb. 24.
They received quite a large number of
The time passed pleasantly
presents.
with dancing and games. Refreshments

».

,, Λ
--chae R·

CUBE, PRESCRIBED
with
No one should confound Hyomei
advertised
ι he patent medicines that are
It is as far superior to
ι ο cure catarrh.
valuable
ι hem all as the diamond is more
Their composition is
ι han cheap glass.
its formula to

Friday night.

plan» to have the best line we have v« r
beginning to come in so we will have someThe new styles
îown.
Be sure to see our line before buying.
ling new nea· ly every day.
This

spring

have made

we

»

are

in brown, red, green, blue and
XK LOT SILK WAISTS of Rood weight taffeta,
of tuck» in baelt and front,
1,^ „f
black, plain colors and changeable, clusters
......
mutton sleeve, tuckcd at cuff, very neat,
$5.00

lecret, but Hyomei gives

fellow

by

S(Uth Paris

Fremont Whitman has linislied his
There will be specialties between the labors for Ed Andrews, and is going to
work for Leon Cushmau.
acts.
Prices 25 and 10 cents.
E. Morse is working for Ed Andrews.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert York are moving
West Brownfield.
from the rent over Andrews' store to
Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Cram were made
Emily Felt's rent.
happy Monday morning by the arrival of
Mrs. Ossian Stanley aud daughter were served.
a baby girl.
were at James Bowker's WednesMolly
has
to
Mrs. Simon llanscom
East Hebron.
gone
day.
on
a
visit
friends.
Portland, Me.,
among
Our cold returned altogether too quickMiss Alice Billings and nurse were in
Mr. Hollis Cole went to Kezar Falls
town Tuesday.
ly. The warm days loft as quickly as
one day iast week.
He sold his team
James Wright of Bethel was in town the.v came, and we still call for more of
while there to Orman Stanley.
the eamo kind.
Thursday.
Mrs. Jennie Dennett is working for
Mr. L. R. Hodsdon returned from his
Mrs. Lesiuore Currier and son Herbert
Mrs. A. (i. Cram.
are stopping at the hotel with Mr. Cur- visit in Yarmouth with his mother, sisMrs. J. A. Deuuett still reraaius about rier.
ter and two brothers last Tuesday.
the same
Mr. and Mrs. G. B. Perkins of WatcrMr. and Mrs. Albert Bowker visited
Mrs. Eunice Cole remains about the his
night and Sunday. ville will viftii her parents the present
Saturday
parents
same, being able to sit up only a little
Mr. and Mrs. Kilbon Per ham have ar- week, Mr. and Mrs. L. R. Hodsdon.
while at a time.
Mrs. Lemuel Greene returned to her
rived home from Massachusetts.
Bert Bartlett called on F. R. Bailey
in Portland
home
Miss Annie Whitman of

at its Banking
year will be held
Rooms in Pythian Block, So. Paris,
the 23d day of March,
on

Thursday,

2 o'clock p. M.
GEORGE M. ATVVOOD,
Secretary and Treasurer
South Paris, Mar. 6, 1905.

Λ. D. 19*35, at

she may search the Scriptures and search
creation through and she cannot find a
substitute for the "risen Christ." There
is none other name under Heaven nor
The
among men that can take bis place.
writer of Ecclesiaetes, if it be Solomon
as is supposed, would hardly be a patQl'iscr, MASS.
tern to copy—Solomon in all his glory
and in all his shame. He was an "old
ASSETS DEC. 31,1904
Turk" a part of bis life, and it was no
# Ιβ,κοηιιο
Real Ketalc
'.(9,77ft Οι»
wonder that be was subject to the blues Mortgage I.oans
lfti.241 18
on occasion.
"Vanity, vanity, all is Collator»! I.can*,
292.Κ1Λ00
and
llomte,
Stocks
vanity!" Sol had been through the mill, Cash
82,4M 54
In Office anil Itauk
11 ,i*>3 34
had passed through the fire, but not I Agents' Balances,
00
25,000
with entire safety. Ilis advice is better ι IH1U Receivable
4,173 52
ami
Interest
Rents,
new
no
than his example, but that is
(0
δ,ικκ)
All other Assets
thing under the sun.
58
#724,"Aï
John.
Assets
Admitted
LIABILITIES DEC 31, 1904.
# 1,200'
Of Interest to Sportsmen and Va- Net Unpaid Losses,
243,2*6 91
Unearned Premiums
cationists.
1 Allother liabilities
4,8V) 00
471,0-91!7
all liabilities
Although some thousands of tourists Surplus over
flock to the deep woods and charming Total liabilities and surplus,
#724.020 58
RICHARD
lakes of Northern Maine every year for
A. K. LEWIS, Eryeburg, Ο. M
their annual vacation, there is yet room SON, Canton, Agents
in this great natural playground, nearly
NOTICE.
ΙΏ,ΟΟΟ square miles in extent, for many
Hartford, Me., Feb. 20, 1905.
more thousands to hunt, and fish, and
I.uella
Uurgess, having left my l>e<l
wife,
of
their
time
My
canoe, and have the outing
le
hereby given that I shall
and board, notice
lives. It is with the idea of bringing not pay any bille contracted by lier after thl<»
intimate
NAMON Bl'RGKSS.
a
more
into
visitor
•late.
the possible
knowledge of the wonderful vacation
of Maine's immense north
ΜΤΛΤΕ OF MAINE·
resources
country that the Bangor «& Aroostook COUNTY OF OXFORD.
COUNTY Treasurer's OFFICE,
Railroad Company is about to issue the
South I'arls, Maine, Keb. 8, 11105.
eighth annual edition of its handsome
The fo'lowlng llf>t containing the aggregate
Maine
"In the

QUINCY

MUTUAL FIRE

In

SURANCE COMPANY.

I

great

guide-book,

Woods."
This book, which will be ready for
distribution early in March, will present
the vacation attractions of Northern
Maine in a particularly comprehensive
and entertaining manner. It will tell
just where the famous fishing grounds
are, where big moose and graceful deer
abound, what canoe trips are best to

take and how to take them, and much
other information that is interesting to
any reader and invaluable to any person

amount of cost* allowed In earh criminal

oae<- a-

audited at the Oct and December term· of the
County ι.·omml·Ίdoner», Court and s|icclfytagthe
1 becourt or magistrate that allowed the same an
In
fore whom the ease originate·! U published
of Section 1.1 «I
the
with
provision*
compliance
State
the
of
Statutes
Chapter 137 of the Revised

Bolster & Co.

Dayton

N.

annual meeting of the Corporation
of South Paris Savings Bank for the
election of officers for the ensuing

Mrs. W., who was once little Miss
Waldron, has stood by my knee many a
time as I pointed out the letters to her.
We see her now as she was then, roguish
and without fear,—and the little ones
had no reason to fear.
Wea'e reasonably sure that we did
not teach Miss B. her letters. And we
are reasonably sure that wo nover met
her. And we are reasonably sure that

NORWAY, MAINE.

ΠΑΙΝ STREET,

Savings Bank

hereby given

Notice is

Sumner's annnal town report shows: named.

Invocation.

Award

is very I

East Sumner.

>ld Mother

Music,

considerable

nearly 85,

CATARRH

PHYSICIANS.

BY

styles

|

anxiety.

Mrs. Rachel Turner,

School Orchestra
Anon
rhe Trial of Λ liner Harrow,
John Herbert Carter, Jr.

Selection,

man

as

GUARANTEED

pliffed,

ca-

beiDg|

new

Selection,

average

just

THE

ΙΥΟΜΕΙ,

til reputable physicians.
Its baee is the valuable eucalyptus oil,
the name of Irish recited
in brown, blue and gray. Jacket lia·» bloime
its antiseptic qualities. This
NE LOT SUITS of novelty mixture
Lincoln'· favorite poem, "0, why should amous for
with aromatic and healing
front and back, satin lined, large
with
collar
braid,
he spirit of mortal be proud?" Fred R. 1 s combined
plaited
flat
sleeve,
front,
It j jurue and balsams, making a pure liquid,
Dyer, Esq., was the next speaker.
nkirt,
tucked
cuff,
plaited
$12.50
the
pocket
in
used
Hyomei
when
vhich
formed
dther comes natural or Fred has
Alls the air you breathe with
SUITS of herring bone weave, all wool goods in plain colon», brown,
;be habit of talking to the point and inhaler,
and heal- C JÎE LOT
Some
finished.
germ-killing, disease-destroying
and
black, jacket has strap front and back of goods forming yoke,
blue
itopping when be has
all catarrhal germs
ng powers that kills
speakers keep right on spinning when
and
collar with »iik braid and buttons, leg of mutton sleeve, hatin
flat
nose
corded
be in the throat,
:he thread is played out. It was not so there may
very neat
full skirt,
SiX.oo
lined,
Mr.
lungs.
Rev.
Athearn,
next
the
with
speaker,
How foolish it is to try and cure catarli
of covert cloth, sateen lined, strapped down fi.,ut
who took Lincoln for bis subject and
COATS
SEPARATE
LOT
iNE
The
or
tablets
liquids.
nade it very interesting. The speaking by swallowing
this disease and
and back, tabs and buttons on seams, large sleeve, wide cuff,
$4.9#
by Charles only natural way to cure
was followed by a song
orof
the
respiratory
diseases
other
>NE LOT COATS of covert cloth, three-quarter length, belted bai k, with tucks
Sonant, Miss Shaw at the organ. Sing· ill
closed. gans is to breathe Hyomei.
/. $10.00
ng, America, and the meeting
and box plait*, flat collar, large sleeve,
This treatment has been so successful,
A Mr. Emerson of Gorbam, Maine,
who have uued
all
of
as
cent,
are
00
that
other
values.
the
per
have
coming auring
We
equally
good
bas charge of the town farm
many
F. A.
Mr. it, that Hyomei is now sold by
rear, and has taken possession.
an absolute guarunder
Co.
A
ShurtlefT
in
the
home
village.
Holland is at hie
the money if it does not
Sister Kate is ill with the grippe, and antee to refund
run no risk whatever in buyYou
cure.
colds,
bad
have
the
of
the rest
family
If it did not possess un['eraonally we have Been better days and ing Hyomei. to cure, it could not be
bave been stronger in body. We could usual powers
sold upon this plan.
hardly put up our two cords a day.
The complete Hyomei outfit costs $1
We have complied with the expressed
an inhaler, a bottle of
wish of your Mountain District corre- and comprises
and a dropper. The inhaler will
spondent, and sent that old letter, and if Hyomei
and additional bottles of
she succeeds in giving a correct render- last a lifetime;
can be obtained for 50 cents.
ing of it into plain English, we shall Hyomei
127-129
suspect that she had spiritual help,
assistance from the spheres. We conthe
fess to a gratified feeling at
pleasant
words of commendation from her and
we have
as
our esteemed contemporary,
ANNUAL MEETING.
been accustomed to calling lier, in rebeen
had
that
that
little
to
jingle
gard
hidden in the dust of the years that we
that the
»

in geoeral do not
It has created as
leem to approve.
nuch of a furore over the country as did
Kx-Governor Long's temperance address
lore two years ago.
Carlton Gardner has been ill for some I
«recks with a catarrhal trouble,
xmâned to the house.
Thomas S. Bridgham and wife are
]uite ill, with Mr. B. somewhat improvsd.
Wm. Irish is quite ill at the present I
time. He being an octogenarian causes

home on Chapman
have the good
vislies of a host of friends.
Friday the prize speaking of Gould
icademy was held in Odeon Hall. As
>ver the citizens showed their loyalty by
ittendance and were most pleasingly
tntertained with the following programme:
School Orchestra.
«election.
to

the

:rouble, but people

indeed unique.
Cards announcing the marriage of
Sdward Russell Stanley of Bethel and
Miss Esther Maud Bowker of Bryant's
*ond, have been received. After a short
vedding trip Mr. and Mrs. Stanley will
Street, Bethel.

well. James Packard acted
The meeting was opened
is chairman.
followed
jy prayer by Rev. Mr. Athearn,
with Josie
>y a aong by EHie Warren,
ihaw at the organ. The chairman then
□troduced Rev. J. C. Prince, who read a
Then
rery good paper on Washington.

He was a native of this

for interment

vas

;o

ater date than the correot ones, which

iras

town, where he lived until about thirty

-.V.^AVnes
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H. \V. Dunham has been sick with
bilious fever, but is now out again.
There will be a school entertainment
at the school house at North Paris consisting of dialogues, readings, music,
etc., the eveuing of March 9, the schools
m the Tuell and Harbor districts uniting. A good time is anticipated and all
are cordially invited.
There will be a
box supper.
Four candidates received the first and
second degrees at West Paris Grauge,
Feb. 2">lli, and 11 applications were received. There will be a special meeting
4th to confer degrees. The
March
county grange meets with West Paris
Orange, March 7th.
Mrs. Laura Bosworth of Guildhall,
Vt., visited at Lincoln Holmes' last week.
Mr. and Mrs.
\V. Chase and Β. K.
Dow are all sick with the grippe.
Almon Cole of Bigelow visited at J.
G. Crawford's last week.

at the home of his
H. Barrows,
James
where be has been spending the winter.
3e leaves a widow, two sons, Mr. Frank
Toung and Mr. Bert Toung, and a
laughter, Mrs. Barrows, at whose home
uneral services were held Friday afterlooo and the remains were taken to
¥est Paris for interment.
Wednesday evening Rev. Bates S.
iideout of Norway gave hie lecture upm the Russian-Japanese War at the Μ.
S. church under the auspices of the
ïpworth League. Mr. Rideout Is an
ntereeting speaker and with the aid of
naps gave a clear history of affairs as
hey uow stand.
Examinations were given at the acadiray Wednesday and Thursday and the
erm closed Thursday fora recess of two
will open
veeks. The spring term
rfarch 21.
Thursday evening the Bethel Athletic
Association gave a masquerade ball,
ionie very pretty costumes were seen
uid Mrs. Walter Lawrence wore acosuwe which has taken a five dollar prize.
;t represented Poland Spriug water and

iesday morning
laughter, Mrs.

of Prizes.
Judges:
Our genial butcher has been passing
Prtn. Merton Λ. Bryant, Gorham Ν. H.
Richard K. Gray. Esq Casoo, Me.
cigais and receiving congratulations on
MI"β Hazel Donharo, Auburn, Me.
his recent matrimonial venture.
has
return
Mi«s Margie M. McKenney
Miss Edith Grahame Cross was iwardcd
ed home from Farmington where she lias the young lady's prizo and John Herbeen attending the State Normal School. bert Carter, Jr., the young gentleman'e
Mrs. Sarah E. Curtis and grandson, prize. All of the participants deserve
Earle Adams, are visiting at Frank a. very much credit for all did especially
Brians' in Portland.
well.
The mother of Walter Rowe, who luis
been in his family for several weeks,
Bryant's Pond.
has gone home to Buckfield, and Mr.
Mrs. Mattie Estes and her brother,
Rowe's sister, Lillian, is with them now Herbert Cole, arrived at their old home
The drama Hazel Adams will be Ρ'°" the first of the week to visit their brothRented at Dunham's Hall next Friday er, who is in very feeble health.
her
evening, March 10th, under the auspices
Miss Laura Smith is vieitiug
oMiranite Cbaplor, ». E. S. MU»«« grandmother Stephens and Aunt Annie
is the cast of characters.
Cole.
The V. I. S. sold suppers at the town
10 cents
hall Wednesday evening at
apiece. Eighty took supper. The so•lohn Auanifl
■,< mnim
w «·■
Ηηπιιπ ίκΙ· ciety started a series of whist parties
Knell
Ufurge Beatty,
last week. The second one comes off
..Clarence L. Kldlon
J
.li'bu Keterbrook. ί

bv mistake.

Washington'· and Lincoln'· birthday·
were observed by Feseenden Post and
sitizens on the evening of the 28th—a

lew Suits, Coats and Waists

NOT A PATENT MEDICINE.

John'· Letter.

BuckfMd.
In the Boston Poet of March 8 we note
die death of Daniel Clark of Liberty.
1
The family were formerly of thi· town,
: tnd are held in kindly remembrance by
Buckfield people.
The remains of Edward H. Shaw, who
lied at his home at North Auburn at 87
bounty on a business trip.
Mr. Young of West Paris died Wed- rears of age, arrived at this place Friday
BitM.

Last Sunday Mr. N. Springer of Weet
iethel supplied the pulpit at the M. E.
shurch owing to the Illness of (he pastor.
Mrs. Bunting and children returned to
heir home in Groveton, Ν. H., last week.
Mr. A. F. Copeland is in Aroostook

improving and enlarging

Are

to double the floor space their

Carpet Wall Paper and
Curtain Department
and will show March 1st the
largest and best stock we have
carried.

ever

Square,

Mark.ot

30

MAINE

PARIS,

SOUTH

Bags,

Suit Cases, Trunks and

Bigs,
my
large
please you. My constantly increasing sale in
cases has given me a chance to take advantage of some
prices by buying in large quantities. Call anJ get my

I have

a

prices

will

suit
low

prices

and

line of Suit Cases, Trunks and

before you

buy.

JAMES N. FAVOR, HARNESSF STORE,1

Noroeay. Maine.

Θ1 Main St.,

CASTORIA
The Kind You Han Always Bought

<*

of Maine.

BEFORE RUMFORI· FALLS MI'NICIPAL COIIKT,
O. WILL vUl> JOHNSON, JUIMJE.
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Gallant, M.,
Murphv

l,elebtc,
*i
4.
Taterow
who proposes to visit this vast recreaGallant, 1'·,
·;
^
tion region. The book will have 102
I'appa-pa
114
Ir.tox liquor, IScae.e
4!j
pages, with cover and two full-page
3. 33
lntox· liquor, 4 cases
inserts printed in three colors, and over
Intox liquor, 2caees
5lj
taken
28 ·'«
half-tone pictures,
a hundred
Into*, liquor, 8 ca>»ee
11 31 >
lntox. liquor, 3 caees
actual photographs, illustrating
from
■·
Hon. Joseph F. Stearns.
Intox !lq
Zj?
the text. A large map, clearly printed,
<«5
Intox,
liquor
Hoo. Joseph F. Stearns of Lovell died
A.
&
so
B.
,3
entire
the
Saturday, having and showing
region
Haverhill,
Ιη·οχ liquor, 9 cuees
one day recently.
0 98
at the home of his son-in-law. Dr. II. L.
lntox. liquor
Mass., is the guest of Mrs. Lizzie Whit- spent the week with her mother, Mrs. in detail, including the canoe routes,
«4'has
taken
the
Almeda
Mrs.
Intox liquor
Bailey
Bart le tt of Norway, Monday afternoon,
E. Allen. Her sister, Miss Lelia Davis, trails, camps, etc., will be bound with
man.
12< 04
Greenwood.
Intox, liquor, 14 caeee,
While away from home on a
agency for 1. Lappin's wall paper. She
Feb. 27.
Mrs. Florence Cushman is in Augusta on the same day left for a week's visit in the book, and nothing will be left un10O 74
lntox. liquor, locases
she
dollars'
worth
the
first
time
sold
ten
uot
did
he
ill
and
«4»
visit he was taken
Now that we are fairly launched into
lntox liquor
and intends remaining until Mr. Cush- Canton with friends and last summer's done to make this forthcoming volume
«31
went
out.
a
lntox.
on
liquor
return home, but
the month that beareth the
reaching Norway
man returns home.
name
pupils.
of even greater interest and value than
29 97
gentle
lntox. liquor, 9 c*fce,
an
Hoil
is
Cole
and
j
was
sister,
Mae,
spent
three-fold surgical operation
per- ι>f spring, we will take a look rearward,
Solon Chase from Chase's Mills in any of its predecessors.
Norman McAllister has served
102«3
Serg.
lntox. liquor, 11 cases
2 57
formed. This was oo Sunday, the 19th. somewhat as Mrs. Lot did when leaving evening recently witli Mrs. Altneda his three years' enlistment and is stop- Turner was unable to be present in East
lntox. liquor
Ten cents in stamps sent now to pay
2< ltf
lntox. liquor, 8 caeee,
He did not have strength enough to Sodom, but let us hope with better re- Bailey.
with his mother, Mrs. Edwin Cole. Hebron Grange to read his paper as postage will insure one of these handping
<<3
1<
7
lntox. liquor,
cases,
George Leavitt is working for J. A
make a recovery, and died nine days sults, first noticing the zero days aud
«
some books being forwarded to your
Stephen Rowe and daughter, Mrs. Liz- appointed, on account of sickness.
Unknown
J<
10 SO
later.
then the number of snow storms, to- Dennett.
Dea. R. P. Fuller and wife, and her address as soon as the edition is off the
Uuknown
zie Whitman, visited at Decatur Cross'
0 92
Waldo Lowell has returned from Por- at Locke's Mills
Desmond
Mr. Stearns was born in Lovell Jan. gether with the amount of snow.
sister, Mise Mary Warren, are not enTuesday.
Kindly specify "In the Maine
9 "S
Itadanl
There were only two zero mornings in ter, Me., and is workiug for Wirt Eaton
Mr. Arthur Bessey and Marion are joying as good health as last winter.
18, 1S42, and had always been a highly
β!ί·
Edition of 1905," and address
Toods,
Md'arty
this
winter.
··«■
esteemed and popular resident. He had December, six in January, and eight in
Gen'1
C.
C.
to
Brown,
visiting Mrs. Bessey's father, Moses They aro quite feebie.
Shaugheney
your request
>
in
otfices
υ'Urine
been honored with numerous
Mrs. John Harper's father, Stillmau Pass'r and Ticket agent, BaDgor A
®j
February; the coldest morniug boing on
Dow, at West Sumner.
C «Noonan,
commissioner the 15tlt of January, when the
was county
Mexico.
the town,
Mr. and Mis. Horatio Bryant visited at Hersey, is very sick in his home in Aroostook R. R., Bangor, Me.
« «·
temperaJ Gallant
Maine
in
the
was
and
from 1S9.5 to 1891),
ture indicated IT below.
But being
Mrs. Wallace Babb's funeral services her sister's at Dixfield Saturday and Sun- Turner. He has been a hard working
Carney,
2«
!i
Wool
He was always a Re- somewhat elevated, and the land inclined were held
senate in 1901.
man, and his recovery is very doubtful.
Maine was represented at the inaugSaturday last. lier death was dav.
192
Houlihan
the to the south, it is never so cold here as
of
a
member
was
and
was
called
Last
week
Dr.
John
Franklin Grange will celebrate its
publican,
Sturgis
caused by internal injuries received in
uration of President Roosevelt on Satur12 39
Milliard,
"92
30th anniversary on Saturday, March 11, and he told him he thought he would day by Governor Cobb and a portion of
Mctiee
county committee at the time of his in many other localities.
a fall on a Might of steps tbat led into a
8 30
Holland
death.
and
man
new
The tirst snow storm of the season oc- shed or stable.
that
the
sick
an
Co.
Tbere
will
M,
be
a
the
Cleaves
recover,
Rifles,
gave
his staff, and
all-day meeting.
by
8 0S
Λ
Hard
During the civil war Mr. Steams saw curred on the 13th-14th of November,
of Westbrook, who went as escort to the
Kev. C. L. Parker preached to a large speaker from away and other exercises. courage.
considerable service, having enlisted when there was a fall of 15 inches, aud congregation Sunday—not, he declared,
Hazel
to
of
DeCosta
has
to
Auburn
MUNICIPAL
FALLS
P.
COURT,
installed
RUMFOKU
Another
BKFOKK
gone
S.,
Evergreen Assembly,
representative
governor.
tirst in the l&kl Pennsylvania, and later the second was a fall of two inches on his farewell sermon, as he
work for Mr. G. Bean.
■lAMKS B. STEVENSON, RECORDER.
Maine of whom mention should not be
hoped to their officers Feb. 26.
with the 12th Maine, in which he served the 2Wh.
Miss Myrtle Bacon of Portland and
# 12 "4
come here again during the summer
omitted is "Bill" Sewall, the president's State vs. Old Horse,
East
« *2
in
Bethel.
Desmond
He was much interested
as sergeant.
December gave us four snow storms, vacation, and, if desired to do so, again Walter Bacon
of Norway have been
old guide.
3 77
lntox.
liquor,
and
the G. Α. K. and had been commander the heaviest being on the 27th, a fall of
Mr.
Will
Holt
visited
Auburn
at
H.
Bacon's
C.
for
a
week.
a
the
for
Sabbath
or
stopping
occupy
pulpit
of Parker Post of Lovell.
Sabattus last week.
STRIKES HIDDEN ROCKS.
eight inches.
BEFORE NORWAY MUNICIPAL COURT,
more.
He left Monday, the 27th, for his
hebron.
The record shows live snow storms in new
Mr. Stearns was a member of the First
Mr. Payson Rich was recently in this
H. C. DAVIS, JUDGE.
His
near Cleveland, O.
When your ship of health strikes the
charge,
aud
an
of
Church
Lovell,
the
The
Bellevue
heaviest
on
# 5H)
the 4th, going awav leaves us regretting.
Congregational
January,
An
being
Society gave their ninth place.
hidden rocks of Consumption, Pneu- State vs. Car|*nlcr
10 «β
earnest worker in it. He was also a >th and Otli, the amount being 12 inches. indefatigable
Wm.
of
New
Itoyal
Mr.
innual
Hampshire monia, etc., yon are lost, if you don't
a pulpit orator
Bragg
banquet Monday evening.
worker,
18 ΠΙ
Coolcdge
member of Delta Lodge of Masons and l>u the Tth occurred the rain storm aud having a tine sermon
The Ladies' Circle met with Mrs. £. S. canvasses this vicinity every month for
14 81
from Dr. King's New Discovery
Intox, liquor
every Sabbath, rehelp
get
Kezar Valley Lodge of Odd Fellows, and January thaw of one day duratiou.
the Union Tea Company.
2141
Pike
for Consumption. J. W. McKinnon, of
plete with tine thoughts tersely present- Dunham Tuesday afternoon.
39 .κι
Sanborn
a
had held the highest offices in both
Mr.
Frank
lost
Mrs.
A.
Bowman
and
to
we
G.
Miss
Grace
find
four
had
"I
he
recently
writes:
has
succeeded
in
Knight
Turning
February
ed,
organizing a
Talladega Springs, Ala.,
10 13
• rose,
organizations. He was a very genial, storms recorded, the first on the Cth, church having quite a large membership, Bumpus went to Bath Tuesday to visit valuable work hone. It died very sud- been very ill with Pneumonia, under the
1" 00
Cheras,
14 14
no
companionable man, and leaves a host of ind the last on the ISth, the heaviest fall and by his persistent effort succeeded in their aunt, Mrs. Morris Wing, who is denly in theetall.
Woods
was
but
two
care of
setting
doctors,
10 IS
warm friends and sincere mourners all being six inches on the 12tb and 13th.
The
at
H.
served
J.
Scrlbner,
feeble.
Dr.
the
erection
a
take
of
comgrange
supper
to
very
when
I
better
King's
obtaining
large,
began
13 73
was
llaggarty
he
wherever
over the county and
Thus we find that during the whole win- modious church building.
Ira Bearce, Miss Maidie Moody and Swan's last week received a generous New
He has been
»< '*
Discovery. The first dose gave reIleevee,
known.
ter season there were 10 zero days and one of our school board
14 79
liryant,
during the past VIiss Kate Merrill spent a few days in patronage, as usual. A big team with a lief, and one bottle cured me." Sure
four
and
a
widow
survived
is
He
15 snow storms, the total fall being 73 three years, and in that
by
party of seventeen came from Rumford. cure for sore throat, bronchitis, coughs
capacity has per- liucktield this week with relatives.
BEFORE SETH W. FIFE, TRIAL JUSTICE,
children: Edith S., wife of Dr. H. L Hart
trille
La
or
a
more
Mrs.
than six feet.
inches,
formed efficient work.
He has been
wry of Portland is stopping at
and colds. Guaranteed at F. A. ShurtFRYEBURO.
Norway Lake.
Elizabeth, wife of
leW of Norway;
The past winter will go on record as fearless in doing what he thought should Fred Sturtevant's for a few days.
leff & Co.'e, South Paris, West Paris. State vs.
#13 03
Anthony
will
Charles L. Bartlett of Stonehaiu ; Albert remarkable for the steady cold weather be done, and
Lake
Woman's
Club
Mr.
and
Feb.
Mrs.
A.
Norway
hie strenuous course has
Sunday,
26th,
Price 50c. and il .00. Trial bottle free.
by
J. Stearns, a well known Norway man; ind the light snow storms, the heaviest made some enemies, but leaves hosts of SI. Richardson went to Auburn to attend meet with Mrs. Bessie Delano, Mar. 8th.
BEFORE JOHN !.. HOWARD, TRIAL JUSTICE,
and Josephine Barker Stearus, who tx?ing the first one that occurred in true friends aud admirers.
Mothers' Club will meet with Mrs.
:he funeral of Mr. Richardson's aunt,
Tuberculosis has been fouud in the
RIOLON VILLE.
lived on the home place at I*ovell.
Mrs. Luther Atwood.
herd of George L. Thomas of the South State ve. Wyinan
November, being 15 inches, as above
George Frost, Mar. 14th.
$ 17 o»ï
2 19
cows
Goods
Stolen
dated. And now it remains to bo seen
News has been received of the death
Virgil Flood is visiting his brother,, river road, Auburn. Thirteen
West Sumner.
711
lntox.
liquor
ΛI.
that
what March has for us; thus far it has
and it is believed
killed
>f Mr. Mason Marshall of Boston. Mr. Eugene Flood, at Earmington, Me.
Colby.
been
have
henry
Wm. A. Barrows Relief Corps will
BEFORE ΜΕΚΚΓΓΤ PARSONS, TRIAL JUSTICE,
Mrs. C. A. Stephens is visiting her all those affected have been disposed of.
Henry M. Colby, one of the best toen good winter weather and that in give a dinner on Wednesday, March 8th. Marshall wae a native of Hebron and
BUCKFIELII.
:amo each year to visit relatives here.
known citizens of Kumford, died at his fact is what the wood haulers want to A
daughters in Philadelphia and New The disease developed in animals which
good jolly time is expected. Aprons Fie was a brother
· 9
of the late Mrs. Robert York.
came from pother state with a clean bill State vs. Cox,
home in Kumford Centre, Tuesday, Feb. tee.
and fancy articles on sale and every one
9 2.
Cote,
On the tirst day of December we visitMr. and Mrs. David Flood and Mrs. of health.
31over and Mrs. S. D. Richardson.
Death came
28, of Bright's disease.
is invited to come and enjoy himself.
Quite a good many apples are being B. G. Barrows attended tho Masons' supBEFORE LLEWELLYN ·. WAI)8WOBTH, TRIAL
very quickly, he havini; been apparently id Dea. K. L. Cole, and found him doing
Mr.
William Glover of Livermore
WATERLOO.
< :hores
at the barn; on the last day of
îauled this week.
as well as ever only a few days before.
per Thursday evening.
JUSTICE, II RAM.
Falls is visiting relatives in our village.
Colonel John M. Fuller, of Honey St- te vs.TowIe
The funeral was held ou Friday, attend- February we called on him again, and
· UH
Mr. G. A. Chandler recently sold a
Oxford.
22 87
found him so changed by disease as
Stanley-Bowker.
ed by Rev. G. B. flannaford.
Sargent
Grove, Texas, nearly met his Waterloo,
horse to Mr. Horatio Chandler.
trouble. In a
wife
of
and
Mrs.
Mr.
Wallace
Liver
Andrews,
was
a
home
Mr. Colby was born July 24, 1839, and ! tardly to look like himself. His only
Kidney
from
There
pretty
very
wedding
school is progressing finely.
BEFORE BENJ. A. SWA8EY, TRIAL JUSTICE,
Dancing
was the son of Joseph E.
Colby, for laughter, the widow Mattie Estes, of Prof. Towle is an excellent master and tudrews, died Feb. 24, aged 01 years, »t the home of Postmaster James L. recent letter, he says: "I was nearly
WEST PERU.
fier funeral was held Sunday at her late Bowker at Bryant's Pond, Wednesday dead of these complaints, and, although
her
whom the Grand Army Post at Kumford Lynn. Mass., is visiting there,
$ 7 47
State vs. Intox, liquor
very much liked by all. Twenty-eight
Rev. Mr. Newport officiating. afternoon at 2 o'clock, when his young- I tried my family doctor, he did me no
Centre is named. He was a man of high ! Ormer home.
11 13
-esidence,
lntox. liquor
in
attendance.
couples
]
of
7 OS
bottle
We are indebted to Ansel G. Staples of
>he leaves a husband, a daughter and a Bst daughter, Essie Maud, was united in good; so I got a 50c.
lntox. liquor
your great
character and of much intliience in the
Mrs. E. G. Doble is suffering from a ]
I
<
me.
cured
which
on.
Janton
letter
Mrs.
for
a
all
the
town
in
Andrews
had
been
in
feeble marriage to Edward R. Stanley of Bethel, Electric Bitters,
about severe attack of
TRIAL JUSTICE,
telling
community. He had served
ALBERT
HKFORE
BENNh.TT,
grippe.
îealth for several years. She was much by Rev. David F. Nelson, pastor of the consider them the best medicine on
various offices, ami had represented it in ι he people in that vicinity; but bow
OILEAD.
Mrs. Hiram Howe entertained Snow ,
oved by all who knew her and her death Ιί. E. church of West Paris.
hanged from 55 years ago, when we Bound
The ring earth, and thank God who gave you the State ve. Tumbling,
the legislature. In the war of the Re* JM
Club oa Thursday,
Keadiug
and
Π 93
them."
s a severe blow to her family and friends.
make
to
Sold,
Intox,
bellion he served as a member of the vorked for his father, Capt. James March 2d.
lervice was used.
liquor,
knowledge
2I
lntox. l quor,
Miss Bertha Phillips was elected deJ71*5»
Second Maine Regiment Band, and he ! Staples. Mr. Staples once belonged to a
The bride was charmingly gowned in guaranteed to cure Dyspepsia, BiliousMrs. Helen Robertson is visiting her
lntox liquor,
triment patriotic instructor of National white, and carried a bouquet of bride ness and Kidney Disease, by F. A. Shurtwas a member of the Urand Army Post I atnily of 11 children, only three of
05
14
lntox. liquor
brother, D. D. Small, and family, for a ! V. R. C.
< «Α
irhotn are uow living, one sister in Caliwhich bears his father's name.
'oses.
After the service, and the couple leff & Co., South Paris, West Paris, at
Lal'olnte,
while.
7 25
Shurrey,
Tue high and grammar schools closed lad received the congratulations of those 50c. a bottle.
Mr. Colby married Nancy J. Farnum, I ornia, one in Boston, and himself.
The Royal Medicine Co., No. 7, is in
<25
Sheppard,
* >n Friday.
Also indebted to W. E. Curamings of
who survives him, as does one son, Wirt
present, a wedding lunch was served in
town and is giving ft series of entertainMurray,
581}£
Samuel Eaton has moved into the up· ;he dining room, presided over by the
to the London Mail the
Ubauy for a copy of the town report, meats. There is a
According
Gray
Colby.
crowd
good
every
t shows the town to be in good financial
! tairs rent of Dr. H. R. Ferris' house.
>ride's mother.
Admiralty is preparing designs for new
MITT IMUSS ES.
night and the programme is "all right."
The Eastern Steamship Co. has given ; tanding.
F. B. Andrews went to West Auburn
This young couple are well known, battleships of seventeen to eighteen
♦ Jo 70
State vs. Desmond
the Eastern Shipbuilding company of
ten
12-incb
Vednesday to attend the funeral of Ed- ;he bride having taught school in several thousand tons and carrying
Klnnegan
J 70
Brownfield.
whether
decided
, rard Shaw, formerly of Buckfield.
been
1° 30
Groton, Conn., a contract for two large
not
P. Gallant,
listricte, also having assisted her father guns. It has
Denmark.
10 70
turbine passenger steamers. The steamWilliams
Mr. and Mrs. William Rowe, who have
The Pythian Sisterhood bold a box η the post office. They have a host of the keels will be laid down in 1005.
<o
Taterow,
}0
ers will cost over half a million dollars
Mrs. S. T. Brown has returned from spent the winter with their children in t ale and supper Saturday evening at riends who wish for them the best suc- These battleships will be the most powI°45
Murphy,
apiece. The specifications call for sister < Conway and is making her home with Massachusetts, have returned to their 1 lobinson Hail.
erful in existence.
iess.
Murphy
5"
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turbine ships of steel. 300 feet in length. ; 1rs. Λ. II. Witham for the present.
Pike
home iu this village.
Orin Houghton of Lewiston visited his
They left on the east-bound train
12 08
Blckford,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Meserve, who have t irother, George Houghton, last week.
Mrs. Blaisdell, mother of Mr. Chas.
fifty feet beam, eight feet draft light
INCREDIBLE BRUTALITY.
imidst showers of rice for a wedding
0Moncton,
and tent feet loaded. These steamers | ilaisdell. at East Denmark, was found been stopping in Portland for a few days,
4 JO
Rev. Smith Baker'e lecture has again rip to Portland, Boston, and other
Jackson
It would have been incredible brutality
5 HO
are expected to maintain at sea a speed t lead in her bed March 3d.
are again at home.
Hose,.
t een deferred on account of illness.
ilaces in Massachusetts. On their re- If Chas. F, Lomberger, of Syracuse,
4 30
Stevens
of from eighteeu to twenty knots per
Will McDonald of Brownfield is visitMrs. Ada Swan remains about the
Charles Andrews lost a valuable horse urn they will reside in Bethel, where
best he could
the
»2
done
not
had
Ji.
Cumins
T.,
hour, being driven by three propellers, g ame as when last reported.
4 30
ing his parents, Mr. and Mra. John Mc- £ aturday, one of a span.
he groom is employed in one of the for his suffering son.
P. Gallant
4,My boy," he
7 20
each of which will turn up 500 revoluDrama and sociable at Odd Fellows' Donald.
James Kay is able to ride a short disMurphy,
tores.
his eye, so
«
says, "cut a fearful gash over
Winn
tions a minute. The new ships will be ι all by the Y. P. S. C. E. next WedneeMr. Fred Williams is in the hospital in t knee.
7 68
[ applied Bucklen's Arnica Salve, which
Murray
fitted with every modern convenience c ay evening. A baked bean supper will Portland. Also Mrs. Harry Walker and
Herbert N. Shaw of West Cumberland
»
10
The Congregational Ladies' Circle
bis
saved
Cross
eye."
quickly healed it and too.
and will contain aboat 200 light, airy ι « furnished.
ras killed at a crossing in Falmouth on
Miss Ida Fessenden. The last report r let with Mrs. C. S. Hayes Wednesday.
LaPolnte,
25c.
Only
3ood for burns and ο leers
2a
and roomy staterooms. One feature in
Shorey,
Mr. J. E. Ingalls will be the mail car- they were comfortable.
iunday, Feb. 26, by a Maine Central it F. A. Shurtleff & Co.'e Drug Stores,
«
Sheppard
which the steamers will be vastly more r ier for the next four years, having rerain. A freight train was passing on
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Bradeen have a
East Brown field.
Gray,
South Paris, West Paris.
?*»
'74
track
as
he
the
comfortable for their passengers than c eived his appointment.
he
other
approaohed
Wood,
young daughter.
The Univerealist Circle gave a town c
vessels driven by reciprocating engines
Ttrogan
JO 70
rossing, and an soon as the freight was
70
been
emhas
who
March
dinner
and
the
ConMcCarty.
6th,
Charles Hutchinson,
leeting
ast he drove on without seeing the
will b· an entire lack of vibration.
Locke's Mills.
Desmond,
Wilson's Mills.
J® <o
as watchman by the Portland
g regational Circle gave a sapper on the
The Eastern Co.'s is the first contract
assenger train approaching in the ployed
Anthony,
JJ0?
has recently had notice
»
F. A. Flint's family have rooms at H. s tme date.
H allant
Charles, Will and Herbert Blake of
for turbine passenger steamers e>er
J*
pposite direction. He waa unmarried. toil road Co.,inherited
At a recent "slave sale" supper the
$125,000 from a
hat he has
1 last Bethel are cutting ice at this place S. Bennett's for the present.
ίο 7ο
given in thia country.
Mrs. Newell Littlehale and daughter I niversalist Circle received about twen·
The
river
1 ■ecently deceased uncle.
>r the East Bethel people.
1
;
FAVORITE REMEDY FOR BABIES.
Personal.
«
Lillian spent several days last week with t; r-five dollars.
u :e is spoiled by the works at Berlin. The
Its pleasant taste and prompt cures
Jacob Colby is still very low.
Mrs. Littlehale's brother, D. C. Bennett.
i< e they are cutting is 28 inches thick.
STARTLING MORTALITY.
I
Remeave made Chamberlain's Cough
The grange held its regular meeting
H. W. Fickett has returned home and
Curtis E. Abbott of Locke's Mill· is
Mrs. Wesley Cole, who has been quite
Ryan,
Statistics show startling mortality,
52 I
favorite with the mothers of small
one of the members of the senior class ρ oorly for some weeks,
is about the s doing carpenter work for D. C. Ben- h «t Tuesday evening, There were fifty- d
Donovan,
To
g.
c
lldran. .It quickly cures their coughs 1 rom appendicitis and peritonitis.
si
χ
are
se- K une.
Wood
iett.
at the University of Maine who
present Including several visitors,
|®™'
awful
diseases,
these
®70
>revent and cure
J. Gallant..
Mrs. B. J. Olson has been to Meadows Ί he first and second degrees were con- * nd colds and prevents any danger of 1
lected for commencement parts.
Mr. Kowe and daughter, Mrs. Whit1 here is just one reliable remedy, Dr.
Carney.
J® ί"
< :amp to care
for her daughter, Mrs. f< irred on a candidate.
F neumonia or other serious oonsequences.
" an, of Bryant's Pond, vieited at D. D.
Drtscoll
of
?®
M.
Pills.
}0
Flannery
ting's New Life
1® ·®
1 iretta
For Senator.
Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens' birthday, I ε not only cures croup, but when given
Noonan
runs' one day recently.
Wilson, who has been sick there.
Ο* Urine
* soon as the cronpy cough appears 1 4 Custom House Place, Chicago, says: j
was
&
arch
at
observed
H.
Hart
and
H.
are
W.
G.
Bennett
a
1,
will
be
Mrs. Chas. Bartlett, who has been sick
appropriately
Albert R. Hill of Brownfield
Hagxerty
'They have no equal for Constipation t
Ν re. Julia Bean's. There were twenty ν 111 prevent the attack. For sale
I K>th done hauling timber.
1 *4
RMvee
candidate for the Republican nomina- ft >r some two weeks, is better.
cents at F. A.
S hurtleff Λ Co., South Pari·; JonesI' tod Biliousness." 25
ii
attendance.
is
between
snow
in
this
section
The
in
this
W.
U.
Farnham
an
ill
turn
had
Oxford
from
senator
GEORGE M. ATWOOD.
tion for
County
West
South
Paris,
ihurtleff
à
Co.'·,
The Ο. ▲. B. and W. R. C. mat last I rug Store, Oxford; Nojrts
Tmaum of Oxiord Coturty.
1900. Mr. Hill represented his district « eek, threatened with the grippe, but is s ix and seven feet in depth and more to
J *»rti.
Ï orway.
& kturday.
< ome without doubt
la the legislature oi 1908.
qi lite a good deal better.
ι

«ress.

ΤΠÊM30L0NEL'S

RUBBER FOOTWEAR
NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY YOUR RUBSPRING IS NEAR
BER FOOTWEAR.
WHICH

MEANS

WET

UNDER

FOOT.

AND

AVOID

YOUR FEET DRY

KEEP

SICKNESS.

WE HAVE

Rubber Boots
For Men. Women,

Boys,

Mioses and Children.

PRICE $1.25 TO $5.25.

Women's Rubbers

With the SERVICE HEEL which protect»
they give better service. Also the

the heels and

Gold Seal Rubbers
easily

That will
make*.
We have

a

larger variety

31 Market

of other

see us.

F. PLUMMER,

J.

pairs

of Rubber Footwear than usual

Call and

for you to select from.

two

outwear

Furnisher,

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
Telephone 106-3.

WE HAVE A FEW MORE

Outing Flannel Goods
Our $1.00 Night robes

7*lc.

now

One lot Skirts for

Call and look these

over.

MRS. E. A. HOWE,
MARKET

SOUTH PARIS.

SQUARE,

.........

......

...

„—

|

—

£

—-

mS;

J®

j®

Vlen's $1,75 Overshoes for $1.25,
We have one lot of Men's ι Buckle Overshoes the $1.75 kind. They are a little out of style and we are closing them out for $1.25.
If you

are

in need of

a

pair

of overshoes this is

J
byl1

Drugstore,]*

............

}

bargain.

SMILEY SHOE STORE,

«====== 58 Ν OPERA H0U3E BLOCK,

Îa

a

Ε. N. SWETT. Minae"".

F. W.

NORWAY, MAINE.

FAUNCE, Salesman.

Téléphoné 11Β·8.

CASTORIA ForlnfintsaiulChildfBn.
Tta KM Yd Kin Ahnis Bwifkt

®ears*he

p.

sif //Ψ7~Γ~Σ~~

(2^0^

The ©rford
=

Scniocval

Hamlin Lodge, Κ. of P., will work tb*
>|
; first rank next Friday evening.

•

SOUTH PARIS.

There will be a cottage prayer meetinj
this evening at Mr. John Small'·.

:

i.RANt» TRl'KK RAILWAY.
:

Commencing December*, WH,

TRAIN» UtAVK sucra pa*m
lioln* lu*n ea*t)-5 « a. » (dallv, Sunday
t 04 r. R.
M 1 >i
Sunday ont]
,,

Annual Town
A

LOU G
SKWKB

I wish to take this
opportunity t(
thank all who helped me to get th<
at
the
bazaar.
A. M. Dofouss.
quill

PBETTY

AMD

Meeting

STORMY

EXTENSION.—APPBOPBIATION8
CLOSELY

The annual town meeting in Paria ads
journed at 4:10 Monday afternoon, aftei
a session, including a short recess, sii
3"·» »* *..8:47 I
we »)-!«:« A· *
.'u
I liours in length, and tilled with intermi>ti» lavs lueleded).
Sunday onlj
nable discussions, sometimes getting
9-e A. M
Mt. Hope Rebekali Lodge of Norwaj
rather bitter, and at all times ranging
SOCTH VAKIH POST OFFICE.
will visit Mt. Pleasant Lodge Fridaj
over a wide variety of subjects, very lit7 30 A. R. to 7 30 F. M.
Oftce Hou»
evening of this week and coufer the tle or not at all related to the matter
CHUBCHKft.
degree.
onder considérai ion.
ii·.t « ,.iigre*!Ulonal Church.
Preaching se:
The annual town meeting day opened
The sermon announced for Thursday
Sun-lav Schoc j
».■, * m and
and the citizens of
«' ν * ; Church pint r eveuiug at the Methodist vestry is post- bright and clear,
Y Γ *.C. K. at
m
■i.viin; î. Tue»d y evening u» 7 : »' o'c'ock. Ail poned to some date agreeable to Kev. C. Paris began to assemble early, though
*U· conn-cted. areconllally invited.
there was not a large crowd in the hall
A. Hrooks.
i-t hurch. Kev H. Λ. Clifford. l'astoi
m,.'
at the hour of opening.
n.. rnlng prayer meeting 9:30 a. r
:
A
was
at
the
service
held
religious
Town Clerk Wheeler called the meetrvlce 10:4s Α. I.; Sabbath Sehixi
* 'rtli
ν
κ
Leigue Moetl-»g β 15 γ. r : jail yesterday led by Mrs. H. A. Clifford. ing to order promptly on time, and Hon.
prayer mee»
uraver meetlu* 7 on r.
Such services will be held every othei James S.
"...
Wright was elected moderator,
ΐ'ι.ν-iay evening, .lass meeting. Frétai
Sunday at 3 p. m.
receiving all the votes cast.
°i: :*-t ihureh. Kev. I. Wallac- Chesbro
Under the question of accepting the
There will be an adjourned meeting ol
ι<>n Sun-lav. preaching *·. rvlce lu 45 a
the I'niversalist parish this Monday ! report of the selectmen and school board,
β« ν
Ih school I- R.; Y. »* ν C. Κ
s
-,
various
meeting 7 r. R Tueaday eveuln» : evening at 7:30 to hear the report of the H. G. Brown of West Paris had
v
|·
AU an 1
Seat.* free.
vice at 7 Αι.
criticisms to make of things shown in
committee on music.
the report, and several items of expendir- St Church, Kev. J. H. Little, Pastor
The grippe has had a number of vic- ture as shown were discussed by him,
î κ· -e rvlce every Sun-lay st .'Λ) F. M
I
tims in out village, and ainoug these the moderator, and Mr. Maxim, the
M.
Evening service,
i:. vliool at »a» F.
have been Mr. Ε. I. I lason, Mr. Herbert chairman of the selectmen. Mr. Brown's
y *.
! criticisms
> Γ A Γ Κ D RLKTlîtOS.
Ayer and Kev. 11. A. Clifford.
were
especially directed
bills from
ïM.
No.
Rorulai
I
M._j»arl<
I.odge,
Λ
A chimney at Judge Wilson's burned I against the paying of certaiu
,
κ
fui!
or
rnoon
before
ue*, lav evening on
I out Thursday night about dark, aud the the miscellaneous appropriation which
Mount MKa LtKlfC, regular meet
,κ
other
under
appropriaAurora roof caught, but as thoy were watching ! he said belouged
"«'lav evenlne ot each week
τ
Nu tue questions were also asked
; tions.
ment.'tirat an-1 third Monday evening) it uo considerable damage was done.
and
H.
bv George
Bean,
three-quarters
ι·: —Mount I'lcisan' Kebekah Lodge, No
Mrs. Persis 1). Swan. District Deputy of an hour was used up in this discusmho· ! an·! fourth Friday» of eact I Grind Wardeu of the Ν. E. O.
made siou, it
P.,
when a
o'clock
11
nearly
Hall.
being
!n >*l<t Fellows'
;
w. K. Kimball Poet. No. 14*. meeu an official visit to Androscoggin Lodge, vote to accept the reports was tinally
\
li
th'.r I iitunlay evenings of eact No. Λ>5, of Mechanic Falls, Saturday
passed.
in, In li. A. K. Hall·
Mar. 4.
The reports of the Crocker and Bray
Kill-ball Kellef Corps uieete Orel eveuiug.
\\
Κ
Is
eacn
of
month,
r·
iturday evening»
A souvenir supper will be given at the j funds were read and accepted.
orpa Hall.
The ballot for town officers resulted
Wednesday evening,
I! '-»»:·rl- ii range. from May I to Oct.1, Baptist church
Ad- as follows:
ant third Sat unlay, durln* the ! March 15, followed by a concert.
the year, meets every Saturday, In I mission -·*» cents for
Town clerk:
supper aud concert;
»,
..'jt* Hall.
116
W hole number of vote»
concert 10 cents.
ι*. C.—Secon-i anil fourth M on-lays ol

J

■

j

—

I

■

\

business meeting of

There will be a
the Young People's Christian Unicn at
First selectman:
the ladies' parlor of the Universale Whole number of voies,—
I church Wednesday, at 4 P. M. All mem- Necessary to a choice
Krankiln Maxim
bers are requested to be present.

-,
['. Stony Brook Lodge, No. lsl,
...11 1 and fourth
Wednesday evening*
mouth.
-Hamlin Lodge, No. 31. meets every
ν evening at l'ythlan Hall,
Woodmen of Λmerlea.—South Parle
So, 10367, meets second nul fourth Tues.'· ring- In tiolden (.'rose Hall.
1S21,
\reanum.— l'arrls Council, No.
:-t and third Monday evenlntjs at 7 »>.

K.
ii

Κ

ν

C

-(Life.

\

_'e

\

Corporation meeting Tuesday

ii

a.ih is moving tt> his
he Hebron road.
11

Μ

Μ-

Τ o'clock dinner and a general good time
hoiue there. It is expected that about forty
will g<>.

M-s

>.

:

jest

131

59

266
133

107
27

1*5
91
82

191
3

169
122
6
1

358
170

194
98

298
150

The auuual children's meeting u^'Ier
Lodge will have work in the I the
will be
auspices of the W. C. I. I
The selectmen as choscn were chosen
Thursday eveuing.
I held a' the Μ Ε. vestry Friday after- assessors and overseers of the poor, on a
Γ. Ileald of East Sutnuer is noon at 3 o'clock. AU schools in the single ballot.
of her sister. Mrs. Albert 1). village except the high school will close
For treasurer Frank A. Shurtleff re-

.ι

at

that time.

Parents and teachers are

to coine and urged
I
Erskine of Nortliiield, Mass., especially requested
I to see to it that pupils and children are
at J. F. McArdle's for
λ

rge
been
guest
few days.
■e

.1*

Whole number of votes,
to a choice
Charles W. Bowker,
Krankilu Maxim
Henrv l>. Hammond,....
WlofieM S. Starblrtl,

Necessary

115

eutee uext

Park.

,i

new

harles W. Kowker

Jesse C. Howe
All members of Stony Brook Lodge,
No choice. Second ballot:
No. 181, New England Order of Protection, are req'iested to be present at Wbo'e number of vote·,
their next regular meeting, Wednesday Neces.-arv to a choice,
How··...
Jesse
Busiuess of imevening, March Sth.
Κ anklin Maxim
Charles W. Bowker,
portance is to come before the order.
After the meeting a social hour.
Ballot for second selectman:
There will be an exodus from this Whole number of vote»,
town to Oxford this Monday evening, Sece»-ary to a choice
Henry 1>. Ilammouil
truite a party of the citizens with their
Charles W. Bowker,
wives are planning to take a ride to the
Ballot for third selectman :
I.nke View House at Oxford, and have a

SELF CENTERED.
\n! he wondered what th»y'd say
When lie died.
w
: tiie l're*s woul-ί write about him
Friends would thluk about htm
m
λ
t the World would do without him
When he «lied.
t iney didn't even know
When he -lied.

rveuitiii. at 7:30.

Neceesar- to a choice
William J Wheeler...

present.

or

at

bazaar

adds

an-

Second Congregational * hurch, Rev. Β 8
i Rh'eout, Pastor. I'reachlng servlee Sunday
10 30 Λ. 11.; Sabbath School, 12:00 M.; Y. P. η
IC.
K., Seal** Evening, 630 P. M.; Social Meet
1
It Keep· the Feet Warm and Prjr.
Inc. 7 <0 P. M ; regular weekly Pra er Meeting
the
undiraisbed
enthusiasm
With
Tue-«day evening·
Ask to-day for Allen's Foot ha-e. a |iowder. It
Davie
Universalis! Church, Bev. 8.
ladies of the Universalist Good Cheer Socures Chilblains,-Swollen. Sweating. Sore, AchPastor. Preaching service on Sunday atl0:8( ΙDamp feet. At all druggists and shoe stores.
ciety took hold to make their bazaar of A M. «abbath
School. ΙΪΛΟ; Y. P.O. V. meet I CI g,rent*.
a In
: last Wednesday and Thursday such
if, 7 Λϋ P. M.
Methodist Church, Rev. C A.Brooke. Pastor
success as would entitle it to rank with
service. 1U30 A. M.; Sabbath School
the former annual faint of the society, Preach'ng Social
Born.
12.00 M.;
Evening Mooting, 7:00 P.M.,
and the results accomplished fully justirayer meeting, Toeaday evening; class meeting
Suuday
Ç
League,
tied the endeavors put forth.
Epworth
rl'lay evening.
In Rrownfleld, Feb. 27, to the wife A. G. Cram1
The bazaar was held in New Hall, the evening, β .-0) P. M. Bev. Β S. Cotton. Pastor a
I daughter.
Baptist Church,
walls and ceiling of which were nearly Preaching service. 10:80 A. M.; Sabb th School,
In Oxford, Feb. 29, to the wife of James Punconcealed from view by the draperies 12.Ό0 M.; Prayer Meeting. Sunday evening7 I. liar, a ron
In Brownfleld, to the wife of Byron Bradoen,
transformed UWednesday evening, 7 30.
Γ UO FITABLE

OTHER

FAIR

TO

T11K

|

and booths which entirely

the appearance of the room. From tho
centre of the ceiling white bunting was
artistically draped in all directions. The
fancy work booth was erected in the
middle of the hall, and the other booths
All
sides.
were arranged along the
were made of white, adorned, as were
all the draperies, with twigs of evergreen and poppies of a vivid red in great
numbers. The whole effect was bright
and fetching, and was particularly striking by reason of the artistic arrangement of it all.
Besides the fancy work booth, which,
as staled, was in the middle of the hall,
there were around the hall a food booth,
where ice cream and a variety of other
articles of food were on sale; an apron
booth; a handkerchief b<»oth; an art
booth, with a number of fine paintings
and other articles; a household booth,
where anything from a roast of beef to a
bootjack could be obtained; a stand
where copies of the Woman's Home
Companion wore sold and subscriptions
taken; a booth where delicious homemade candy was sold; and a booth where
fruit punch and fancy crackers were
served free of charge to all.
In a corner near the stage, within a
well designed elephant house, stood
Rajah, the elephant, with his head and
trunk projecting, seeking for nickels for
which he gave in exchange whatever his
trunk got hold of from the stock within.
The hall was well filled with people
Wednesday afternoon. At 6:30 a supto
per was served at Good Cheer Hall
about 200 people, after which all returned to New Hall, which was packed
throughout the evening. An orchestra
composed of a number of local players,
with Messrs. Stearns aud Norse worthy
of Norway, played a number of selections I
during the evening, and the bell drill, ί
which was given by a number of girls at
a recent entertainment, was
repeated, |
much to the pleasure of the audience.
The sale continued quite brisk during
the iarger part of Thursday afternoon,
until it became necessary to clear tho
room in preparation for the play in the
evening. Only the booths were removed, the draperies being left, thus adding
much to the appearance of the hall.
Hazel Adams, a three-act drama, was
presented Thursday evening to close tlie
bazaar, with the following cast:

|

ceived all the votes cast, 60.
A. P. Park.
John \dani». a rich noutherner,
At this point the meeting adjourned Kaell Northcote, a vll'aln In search of a fortune.
A.
C Tubbi
12:45.
to
for dinner
Hazel'* lover
After dinuer the election of officers John Ëâeierbrook. George Bcatty,
Harold T. Thayer.
anil a detective
was proceeded with.
toe. a colored loafer, hunting w rk. "I don't
Fred K. Hall.
For member of school committee,
think,"
of Joe'e,
Horatio Woodbury was unanimously re- Moze. a bootblack and friendHarold
G Fletcher.

The Ladies' Aid of the M. E. church
will hold a live-cent social at their vestry
Monday evening, March 13th. A special
•i».· !>eni<>i-rat office.
I urogram me of games will be arranged elected.
For collector of taxes Alfred H. Jackis
Club
arrangeI
f.»r
making
the young people and it is hoped 'hat
Tiie Seneca
received all the votes cast, 54.
f--r ;t reception to be given Mav
goodly company of the older ones will sonThe
compensation of the collector was
I also be present to enjoy a social time
>t m r>thian Hall.
tixed at 1 1-2 per cent.
inmost cordially
are
together.
All
Wallace Clifford, after a few days' vaA motion was made to elect a road
vited. Please note the change of date.
;»t >m at his home, returned last Monday
commissioner, but was lost, and the
If South cure of the roads is left with the selectTalk about a "dry" town!
tv- his studies at Bates.
Paris didn't feel dry Suudav, then we men.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. Bonney of I
In
don't kuow what the term means.
Appropriations wore made as follows:
Nu:i:uer were quests at J. I). Ilaynes
the first place, the eugine at the light
«i.miuu
r.» few ilays last week.
ree ItiRii îh-iiooi,
I station plaved out about 0 ο clock ï>at- (r iimmon
3,000 00
icfcooU
.VK) 00
rhe senior class of l'aris High School urdav night, and off went the lights and School book»
500 Wl
Soldier
School
"Δ
Meaunext
i*|>.Ir*
the
entitled,
the
until
morning.
the
car
will present
play
house ln-urnnce, apparatus, etc.,. ίΌ no
ν.·Ιι·μ>1
F -rtune," ou the 14th of April.
while, .is the water company had no I' «or ami Insane
2,r00 00
1 electric power for pumping, the heavy] Town «'(Uccrs· bills
1,300 0Ί
Miss Olive M. Stuart has gone to B»-si.OOOKl
conditions are mak- sn. w bltle of present winter
S!ie will drain which present
3,000 00
ifter spring millinery.
K culs tin I brl lfces
ή
in the reservoir,
2 OX) 00
Town ilebt anil Interest,
her way .ng ran the water down
v-|> iu Portland for a while on
1,000 00
and about I» o'clock Sunday moruiug the Mltcellitucoii* bills,
home.
40i*»
L>ay
pipes were shut off to till the reservoir SMemorial
300 00
tu to ΓυαΊ,
Πι«· senior class. Paris High School, again. Through the day aud until about
The liiι:li school appropriation called
iu the Norway
w ; give ;» masked sociable in New Hall
dark, uo water ran
a half hour's discussion, and a poll
Friday evening, March 10, at ~Ά·>. Ad- I svstein. except a little trickling stream out
The of the house was finally taken, resulting
at some of the lowest faucets.
mi.ssion !*> cents.
about the in a vote of 136 in favor of $1500 to 130
at I water was shut off at just
\ ladies' fur was left iu New Hall
I
opposed.
the
that
time
contingent,
frozeu-up
-in· Good Cheer bazaar. The owner will
After the vote on the high school
numbering about half our citizens, were
tin-l the same by calling at the residence
motion was made to
a
out alter their daily supply of appropriation,
starting
td Kev. .1. II. Little.
the article relating to the South
liquid, and for a while the streets were t ike up
1'aris sewer, and it was done. X. I).
Mrs. E. A. Howe started for Boston I tull of men with pails, tubs and boilers,
to raise 11000 to exher spring
for water but tinding all foun- Bolster then moved
M -uilav morning to buy
the sewer, and made remarks in
,t..ck "of millinery. She expects to be tains dry. It was about the dryest spell tend
I that this village ever saw, aud there support of his motion.
U'-ne about two weeks.
Ε. E. Field spoke in opposition to exI wj< great relief all around when the
to
a
Howe
gave
party
Master Henry
tending the sewer.
w ater came on again at night.
Saturfriends
his
of
voting
J. II. Bean related the experience of
twenty-seven
euday evening, and a lively time was
The preliminary prize contest in essays Bethel, where the town built a sewer in
yed. Nuts and candy were served,
aud readings occurred at the high school the village, which would eventually be
'ri,., .i»»>inii larivit Norwav Friday
upon three afternoons of last week. It paid for by the individual tappers.
II. G. Drown asserted that the sewer
included every student—the seniors aud
evening was attende·! by several couples
and sp.ike
It is reported an a juniors in essays aud the two lower had not been legally located,
ti in this village.
enclasses in readings. The work as a further in opposition to making a sewer
very brilliant social affair, and \ery
whole was excellent aud reflected much appropriation.
joyable.
Mr. Wright took the tioor, and excredit upon pupils and teachers. The
mitts
The
has
I lie season
opened.
were Rev. Mr. Chesbro and Mrs. plained the sanitary conditions around
judges
are
ut. and the small boys are "knock- Cora Knight Clifford.
The twelve stu- the Square in South Paris village, and
ing lliee" in the street. A trifle early, dents passed over for the dual contest the necessity of carrying off the surface
it it takes strenuous weather to sup- are:
Kay Chapman, Sara Swett. Helen water.
Mr. Brown spoke further in opposition
press the great American game.
Chapman, with honorable memiou of
Merton Millett, Ethel to the sewer.
Mr.·.. Hilton eutertained the Seneca Winslow Btirbank,
Louis
There was a few minutes' more disAlbert
Littleliale,
itib last Monday. A delicious supper, Crockett,
seniors; Carrie Cliff ord, Mae cussion and a vote taken by ayes and
consisting of chicken, cold meats, hot Keene, Merton
Sumner, with honorable noes seemed to show that the motion
biscuits, salad, cake, etc., was served at Field.
Robert Wheeler, was lost. A show of hauds confirmed
lô p. M., then the usual programme mention of May Bennett,
most delightful Edna Easson. juniors; Myron Farnum, this vote, no count being necessary.
was carried out aud a
A motion was then made to raise $000
Κ i ζ pah Morton, Ileleu Porter, with
evening speut.
honorable rueutiou of Nettie Mason, for the sewer, but this was also defeated,
held
not
according Fanny Bisbee, Edgar Barrett, sopho- and the article was passed over.
I lobate I onrt was
t
adjournment last Tuesday. Judye mores; Gladys Bouuey, Rose Murphy.
The article relating to a sewer on
intended Kva
had
and
was
Derrick
improved
Swett, with houorable mention of 1'aris Hill was passed over without dismidnight
to preside himself, but at
May Davis, l.eona Stuart, Ruth Pratt, cussion.
Monday night he was again taken ill ami Josephine Waldron, Clyde Hebbaril,
A return was then made to the list of
The business will Karl Βι-nnett, freshmen. The tinal conwas unable to attend.
and nearly every item of
appropriations,
now j^o over until the regular March test for two cash
prizes will occur a it called out further debate, at more or
term.
week from Friday night and should re- less length. The matter of school books
of the called out a discussion which was carThe invitations are issued for the ceive the enthusiastic patronage
ried pretty close to the line of person1'iirth of the Schubert Quartette musi- entire community.
alities.
< ties, which
will be with Mrs. G. I.
Voted to expend the $100 paid by the
U.
BOLSTKK M9TKUT.

telephone companies
dozen
u-r corporations, 10 cents per

Proxies for

good ciikeb

la

!

I

keeking

I

Children who are delicate, fereHah »ml cm"
will get Irnmedlnte relie* from Mother Grav s
Sweet Powders for Children. They cleanse the
stomach, act on the liter, making η lekiy child
strong and healthy. A eertal" cure for worm·.
Sold by all druerUU, 25e
Sample free. Addreee, Allen S.Olmsted, 1-e Poy. M- Y.

I.IST.

PA BED.

The trustees of the Methodist cliurcl
will meet this eveuiug at the office o!
Dr. C. L. Buck to consult about th«
boll.

Λιρ

Til»·:

SESSION.—NC

Mrs. Adam», .John Adams' wife,
Mrs J.J. Emeley
the adopted daughter.
Hazel
Ml«a Iva Me \rdle.
Chioe. colored servant of the family,
Mrs. J. S. Uurbank.
Mrs. A. I) Park.

VdamV,

Prompter
The play is a little overstrained in the
direction of melodrama, but is nevertheless full of interest and well sustained
from start to finish. It was well cast,
and there was not a weak spot in the
list, all the players maintaining their
reputations and winuing new laurels.
There was an audience which filled
the hall to the limit of its capacity.
The same orchestra which played
nesday evenimr was in attendance, and
between acts there were a charming song
and dance, "The Bobolink's Fancy Ball,"
by Miss Marjorie Barker and Master
Merton Tower Of Norway, and a taking
trick banjo solo by A1 Barrows of
Sumner, who responded to two encores.
Announcements of the winners in
several contests were made during the
evening. The chair went to Mrs. Charles
R. Dunham; the rug to Mrs. Ε. N. Anderson; the barrel of flour to Mrs. Hose
Need ham of Norway. The quilt voted
to the most popular "bachelor maid"
went to Miss Maud Douglass.
From a financial standpoint the bazaar
exceeds expectations, and ranks well
with the preceding successful fairs of the
society. The total receipts from all
sources were something over $500, and
the net proceeds will be over $400.

Wed-1

PROPER

TREATMENT
MONIA.

OF

PNEU-

I a daughter.

JTATKO MKKTINOS.
F 4 A M. Regular meeting of Oxford Lod.e,
No. 18. In Masonic il«11 Friday Even'.nr ο·" oi
full * oon. Oxford Rovsl Arch Chapter,
bef
No. 29. an embles Wednesday Evening. on m
Ix-forc full moon. Oxford Council. Ί. 4 8. M.,
Frldav evening, after full moon. Oxford LodTC,
No. ι, Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening after
full moon.
T. O. O. F.—Norway Lodg».—Regular meeting
|n o Id Fdlnwe' Half, every Tuesday Evening.
Wll ley Encampment, No. 21, meets in Odd
Fellnvh'Ha I, riecou l and fourth Friday Kvenlng·» of each month. Mt. Hoi«! R-lwkah Lodge,
N<>. fw, meets on first and third Friday of each
tnoo'li.
K. of l\—Nebular meeting in Hathaway Hlock
U. B.. A. «». Noyce
everv Thui*dav Ev*n1mr.
D vision. No. 12. mi et® third Fr'dsv of e ich
No.
83. P. 8. second
month. Lake
and fourth Friday evenings of each month.
-tecon l and
meets
P. of H.—N'orwav Grange
fourth aatunlavs of each month at Grange Hall.
meets In
M
No.
Rust
Poet,
G. A. R.—Harry
V"\v G. A. R. 'all on the first Tuesday Evening
ofearh month.
W. R. C.—Meet» In New G. A. R. Hall, Mon..

I

In East Sweden. Feb. 21, to the wife of L. G.
Adams, a daughter.
In Norway; Feb. 18, to the wife of Percy Smith,
a son, Albert Roy.
In llrownfleld, Feb. to the wife of George
Lord, a son, Dwlght Sidney.

Married.
in Prvant's Foûd, March 1,
I Nelson. Mr. Edward K. Stanley
MIi>8 Essie M. Bowker of Hr>ant

day evening.
Ν. E. <>. P.—Luke·lde Lodae,No l<,,m e» In
New G. A. R. Hall, on the first an I third Wednesday evenings of each month
Ο ϋ. A. M._Norway and South Paris Council,
No. 10, m ecu at G. A. R. Hall every Tuesday
evening.
U. O. P. P.—Rim Tree Colony. No. 1!»9 meets
second aud fourth Wcdnead.y evenings of each
...

month.
U. O. G. C.—Norway Commandery. No. 24(,
meets second and fourth Thursday evenings of
C»ch month
K. G. E.—Oxford Castle, No. 2, meet» In Ryers η hall, every Thursday evening, September to
flr-t and third Thursday evenings, May to

May.

September.

Col. L. H. Kendall, of the First Regiment, N. (J. S. M., is soon to inspect
Co. D of his regiment. Capt. Nash has

I

1

1

I

delightful meeting.

Geo. W. Cheney is recovering from his
long sickness and is again upon the
streets from time to time. Although
weak he is fast recovering strength.
He v. S. G. Davie has been engaged by
ll.irry Kust Post, No. 54, to deliver the
Memorial Day address in Norway.
Hon. Joseph F. Stearns of Lovell died
at his daughter's, Mrs. Herman L. Bartlctt's, on Monday afternoon. Services
were hold at Norway by Rev. B. S. Rideout, when the remains were taken to
Lovell, where the funeral was held
Thursday afternoon. Mr. Stearns was
one of Oxford County's most highly
esteemed citizens, and will bo greatly
missed in Lovgll and throughout the

couuty.
While at work at the steam mill at the
Falls John M. Burnpus was seriously injured by a frightened horse. Ile was cut
in the face by the rearing beast and
otherwise injured. His wounds were at
once dressed and ho is as comfortable as
can be expected at present.
Joseph Durbin, who broke his leg
while at work at the com shop last fall,
i<i able to be out of the bouse.
The special services at the Baptist
church in which Rev. E. A. Davis of
Lewieton and Rev. E. O. Taylor of
Paris are assisting Rev. Mr. Cotton are
of unusual interest.
Mrs. Minnie E. Buck, wife of S. Norman Buck, died of pneumonia at her
home on Deering Street Friday, Feb. 24,
after a short sickness, at the ago of :14.
Mrs. Buck was the daughter of Charles
C. Crosby of this village. She was married to Mr. Buck about four years ago
and leaves two children, sons, aged three
services
years and six months. Funeral
were held at her late residence by Rev.
S. G. Davis, pastor of the Universalist
church, in which she hold membership.
Miss Eda Frost is visiting her sister
Alice at Dexter for a short time.
During the absence of Clarence DeCosta from J. O. Crooker's etoro Thaddeus Cross has been working for Mr.

PEN

and transact euch other bulnese as may properly
before tald meeting.
South I'arls, March «!, 1905
GEO. A. WILSON,
Kr'erec In Bankruptcy.

come

grade

Oxford Democrat Office,

F.

South f^ris.
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GUARANTEED

TO

CURE TIIE TROUBLE.

FOR M.tLR.

No one word better expresses the con-

of the sufferer from weak stomach
A second-hand set of the Ameri- dition

than "misery." The stomor
Edition of Chambers' Encyclo- achindigestion
is weak and cannot digest the food,
in
excellent
all
so that there is no appetite, there are
ped a, 15 volumes,
condition. $12 50 buys the set. For pains and griping in the stomach and
bowels, the head and back ache, and the
particulars address,
misery goes to every organ.
Oxford Democrat Office,
Strengthen the stomach and the digestSouth Paris.
can

NOTICE.
The subscribers hereby give notice that they
hiivc lieen duly appointed administrators of the 1
estate of
CH ARLES O. STETSON, late of Canton.
In the County of Oxford, deiieased, and given
b inds as the hw direct*. All perrons having
demands against the estate of sal·! deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
a 1 Indebted thereto arc requested to make payment Immediately.
ELMER R STETSON.
JOHN F. CORRETT.
Feb 14th, 1905.

A New Galvanized Ρ il.
We have
vanized

something

pails,

in

new

gal-

made from double thick

steel, 14 quart siz

galvanized

·,

This is the best and

to

handle.

wood

with

I rtvent ruNt,

long» st wearing
Price 35 cents.

pail yet produced.

CHASE'S VARIETY STORE,,
5outh Paris, Me.

W Ε need a reliable man (or woman) to sell our
family remedies direct to the homes of South
I'arl». St ad y work and good pay to the right
person. Address. "D," Oemoerat Offlre.

This
ive system by the use of Mi-o-na.
is the only stomach remedy known that
gives relief by strengthening the stomach and digestive organs. It in this principle that makes it a certain cure for
indigestion. Other medicines may give
temporary relief by helping digest the
food, but they do not strengthen the
stomach, and that organ gets weaker
and weaker all the time.
F. A. Shurtleff & Co. the reliable retail
drug firm have so much confidence in
this remarkable remedy that they guarantee a cure, or the money will be refunded. Mi-o-na costs but 50 cents a box.
Ask to see tho strong guarantee given
with every box.
Mi-o>-na is in tablet form and should be
taken before each meal. Other remedies
for stomach troubles and indigestion are
taken after tho meal, aud decompose
the good food you eat, but Mi-o-na used
before eating strengthens the stomach,
soothes and heals ail irritation and intlainmation, enriches the blood, and
puts the stomach in such a healthy condition that it will take care of the food
itself and there will be no pain and suf-

I

μοΙγ ke Mut. Fire Ins. Co.
of

Salem, Mail.
31,11)04.

Assets Dec.
Heal Eitate

ts,..

Admitted Assets
Liabilities Dec. 31,1904.

Unpaid

Losses
Unearned Premiums
All other Liabilities
ash Guaranty Capital
Surplus over all Liabilities

*>et

or

Dr. Austin

Tenney,

53.000 00
710.66100
13,067 84
13 854 04
16,553 91

Cash In Office and Rank

er ass

gent'eman of fair education to travel
fur a flrin of $150,000 capital.
Salary $1,072 per
year and expenses, paid weekly. Address
South
M. PBRCIVAL.
l'art·. Me.
I.ady

$948,662
$

Oculist,

19

1.0W 87
281,194 84

will be at Elm House, Norway
Thursday, Feb. 2, and ist Thuriday
Office
of each following month.

8.48*79
100,O&i 00
557,878 69

Total Liabilities and Surplus
$948,662 19 hours, ίο :3ο A m. to 4 P. M.
Pneumonia is ton dangerous a disease
Α..F. LEWI*, Agent, Fryeburg, Me.
for anyone to attempt to doctor himself,
Eyes Examined free.
although he may have the proper reméaldiés at hand. A physician should
borne in
ways be called. It should be
mind, however, that pneumonia always
of
attack
results from a cold or from an
the grip, and that by giving Chamberlain's Cough Remedy the threatened
attack of pneumonia may be warded off.
Aod irke chances of losing your vision for
This remedy is also used by physicians
nil limp, while this can be overcome by
in the treatment of pneumouia with the
best results. Dr. W. J. Smith, of Sanhaving your eyes PROPERLY FITTED by
ders, Ala., who is aleo a druggist, sa\s
an optician who has had years of experience.
of it: "I have been selling ChamberI am well equipped with the latest instruments and appliances to determine and
lain'sOougb Remedy and prescribing itI Crooker.
correct any defect of the eye, and should you need glasses will tit you with the
in my practice for the past six years.
inwire
a
received
Mrs. A. T. Bennett
use it in cases of pneumonia and have
forming her of the death of her brother,
Lens at Half Price
Best French
always gotten the best results." Sold Dr. Will Moore, of Cripple Creek, Col.,
by Shurtleff & Co., South Paris; Jones th is week. Dr. and Mrs. Moore were
Guaranteed or Money
Diug Store, Oxford; Noyes Drug Store, for some time engaged in business in For a Short Time. Difficult Cases Solicited. Satisfaction
Embrace this opportunity and save your sight.
some years Refunded.
Norway.
died
Moore
Mrs.
Norway.
»R°·
Eyes tested and fitted at your home. Drop a postal to
v. ι.
m
Says the Higgins Hill correspondent
Agne8 nanuuru, iranuu^
of the Fort Fairfield Review: "One of
Mr.
spent the week with her parents,
A.
the men who breaks the roads here says and Mrs. D. S. Sanborn, at the falls.
that last Sunday morning ono of his
B. Allen and Herman L. Home
Charles
Morrill Studio, Norway, Maine.
friends called him up and told him if he will serve as traverse jurors at the March
Hurnham Thursday evening, March
would
he
road.
roads
state
Graduate of the
the
the
on
out
break
state,
didn't
Mrs.
Court.
assisted
by
I'lie quartette will'be
Forruorlj of Boston, Mass. Scientific and Practical Optician.
term of the Supreme Judicial
Lois Lapham is keeping house for
Passed over the article relating to sell- complain of him to the selectmen. So
1
H F
-ra S. Briggs, Carl Brings, Mrs.
1"> years practical experience.
Dr. DeWitt Parmenter has opened an
College;
Optical
Philadelphia
Chas. Swett.
house.
he started out, only to be informed by office as oculist and optician at Merrill's
iug the Bolster District school
Bradbury, Mrs. 11. A. Clifford, and Carl
Consultation and advice free.
Noted to charge interest on taxes of another neighbor that, if he drove his
John Small has gone to Fariuington on
Jean loi man.
studio room on Main Street.
lDOfl.
UH)S after Jan. 1,
over the road Sunday, he
a business trip.
Oxford
at
snow-plow
Lodge,
ladies'
Annual
night
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Haskell have
Voted to allow discounts on taxes of would prosecute him.
No. 18, F. and A. M., Thursday evening
Oscar Parsons is hauling pine timber 1905—3
moved their household goods to Buckper cent before June 1st, 2 per
About
success socially.
a
was
=
great
mill.
Mrs.
with
to
Kenncy's
Held, where they will be
cent before Aug. 1st, and 1 per cent beone hundred and seventy attended and
INFLAMMATORY RHEUMATISM
Mrs. Haskell ha*
Haskell's parents.
1st.
were
at
Nov.
Go
well
fore
Charles
Mrs.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
were entertained by readings by
CURED.
u.N
i;oih\ but \Jr. Haskell remains herf Welchville last
Voted to instruct the school commitThursday.
Moulton of Boston in a most pleasing
When the weather gets
I
'he preseut.
tee to maintain schools in the Biscoe,
William Shaffer, a brakeman of Denni- manner. The company then repaired
a few
The McGee Petticoat, fitted like
are :
in
Miss
lua
recently
spent
and
will
be
for
A few of our
Penley
carpen
suitable. lie
to bis bed
employed
Yorbes,
Partridge, Whittemore
eon, Ohio, was confined
ball below where a most
ter work at Bucktield.
days with her sister, Mrs. Ernest Turner. Tubbs districts, and not to maintain several weeks with inflammatory rheu- to the banquet
them.
was
awaiting
waist measure
bountiful repast
will fit any
a dress skirt with
Mrs. Albert Ryerson and Irwin Lap- schools in the Snow's Falls, Hall, and matism. "I used many remedies," he W. M., Charles 1'. Barnes, as toastHarry M. Wheeler of this place, who it
1 sent to McCaw's drug
in
were guests at Mr. Uowell's last Bolster districts.
"Finally
ham
says.
Harvard
several
of
the
Republicar
introduced
speakers
president
master,
Ideal wrapper, this is a
fitting gar22 to 37, 26 to 30 ;
Passed over the article relating to store for a bottle of Chamberlain's Pain his most interesting way. After the
< ub. attended
the inauguration ol Sunday.
care of the surface water on Balm, at which time I was unable to
the
to
taking
returned
resident Roosevelt with the Harvard
the
fits
Comand
;
company
the
The members of Fairview Water
time speaking
ment and plenty of fullhess
Avenue.
use hand or foot, and in one week's
hall for a social hour before returning to
delegation. A hundred meu iron pany are rejoicing that they have a good Western
Voted the moderator $3.00 for bis was able to go to work as happy as a their homes.
Harvard which, as every one knows, i>
G.
R
&
skirts;
supply of water.
Dirigo Walk:ng Skirt, all wool,
services.
clam." For sale by Shurtleff & Co.,
the president's almu mater,—heailed th*
The members of the Board of Trade
South Paris; Jones Drugstore, Oxford; arc interesting themselves in securing a
Miss Alice Morey, who has been workcollege division of the inaugural parade
Corsets, best fitting corset made.
au·
Noyes Drug Store, Norway.
ing for Mrs. Frank Withaiu, was obliged
telegraph office for Norway.an The
The South Paris Lighting Bill.
>'ate Master Obadiah Gardner of thi
to return to her home on account ol
in
town,
operatoi
thorities have bean
done
State Grange was in attendance at tlx 1 sickness.
The town of Bowdoinham has appoint- secured, and all that remains to be
on Sat
Paris
of
Grange
business,
for
the
done
ΟΠΌ·
office
IV
ail-day meeting
is to secure an
ΚΕΓΟΒΤ8, MAJORITY
Miss Carrie Clif- TWO
ed a committee to see what cau be
and
Swett
Eva
Miss
«rday, though owing to the train bein> ; ford were each chosen from their classes
funds to erect a The operator formerly was the librariar
SITION.—HOt'SK WILL VOTE ON Π in the way of raising
two hours late, ho did not arrive uuti I
monument. Tho town has of the public library and occupied that
contest
soldiers'
the
school
at
recite
to
prize
high
THURSDAY.
noon.
At the afternoon meeting he ad
talk ol
place for an office. There isthere.
on March 17th.
lately been presented by the war departdressed the grange. He was in his hap
ment with ono of the old cannon from again establishing the business
136 Main
the
is
iu
BucktieU!
made
meeting pleas
18-4.
Mrs. Sarah Cummings
piest mood, and
Mrs. Fred E. Drake acting as Grand
lu the house of representatives at Au- Fort Popham, and it is planned to erect
ant and profitable for all present.
at Leslie Cuturnings' caring for her little
A. L.Cook acting
were pre
Mrs.
and
a memorial to the
as
Chancellor
base
two
a
reports
it
on
Thursday,
granite
gusta
grandson Philip who is very sick with sented from the legal affairs committee Bowdoinham soldiers who served in the as Grand Prelate weut to Stoneham, Sat
I» the list of incorporators of the Stat* stomach trouble.
I
Pari: Civil War.
South
the
enable
to
bill
the
urday evening and installed the officert
Ion
of Maine Club in Boston are the name
F. A. SaTBTLEFF Λ. CO.
to establish a muF. ▲. SBIJBTLEFF Λ, CO.
of the K. of P. Sisterhood and returned
Mrs,
for
who
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r
Mr.
Corporation
working
Village
Libby,
of Judge Solomon A. Bolster, former!;
The majority
aiier the services.
in
the
cream
is
plant.
lighting
Hon
Ethel
and
carrying
nicipal
Thayer,
of I arts and well knowu here,
If troubled with weak digestion, belchis signed
Mrs. F. Ë. Drake, after two wreks
this place to Portland creamery and tc report, "Ought not to pass,"
I rentiss(u minings, who now has a sum
Reed. ing or sour stomach, use Chamberlain't stay in Boston and New York at tlx
some
Mills,
Baxter,
Messrs.
*
Staples,
Turner
Mr.
by
will
Cumming
creamery.
Hill.
and
mer home at I'aris
vou
Stomach and Liver Tablets
millinery openings, will open parlori
Tracy and Weatherbeeof the committee, ûet
is a former president of the Tine Tre<
relief. For sale by Shurtleff d
store on Mail
Mrs. Arthur Talbot and Mrs. Waltei
tc
quick
Stone's
1*.
F.
"Ought
over
drug
and the minority report,
State Club of Boston, which is to b
Swett attended the fiftieth anniversary
Co., South Paris; Noyes Drug Store Street, whore she will be pleased to moe
pass," by Messrs. Pierce, Oakcs, Holmes,
Oxford.
merged in the State of Maine Club.
reception of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Clif and Gray. On motion of Mr. Gray tin Norway; Jones Drugstore,
her old patrons with their friends.
last Thursday.
wa:
and
ford,
t
The invitation party at the Open
for
was
tabled
was
printing,
afternoon
bill
spen
A most delightful
week foi
Canada's Health Resort.
House, Friday evening given by Mis:
Ernest King aud Lester Parker hav< assigned to Thursday of this
by the ladies of the M. E. church lav 1
Loi ta Richardson, Miss Winnifred Haye
luesday when they were entertained i been working for James Clark. Mr consideration in the bouse.
St. Catharines—the healthiest city 01
matrons
tfie church parlor by Mrs. On)way an 1 King has a phonograph and pleasantly
also, on account o: ! and Miss Marguerite Finney,
Canada—possesses
L. Hathaway, Mrs. Charle
Charles
Mrs.
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in
one
of
the
Erie
some
Lakes
M;s. harnum, the president and vici
between
entertained
people
its location
F. Itidlon, Mrs. W. F. Jones, Mrs. Bia
Golden Wedding.
president of the ladies' Aid. Garnet j place one evening last week at Mr
Ontario, the mildest climate, the thcr
F.
about
Bradbury, Mrs. Fred E. Drake am
Th<
zero.
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3d,
"sic and a reading by Mr». Cliffor
Clark's home.
.' mometer rarely touching
Friday afternoon,
Mrs. Charles Sargent, was a great socia
ο
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made the afternoon pass all too eooi
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of
neighbors
healing
Mrs. Frank Witham has been routine* forty
The hall wae beautifully dec
success.
Refreshments were served, consisting υ I
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Clifford callet give freedom from the ills of life. Yoi ι
Οι
to her home for several weeks with hear
then can have the luxury of sea bathing a : orated, and tho music by Steams'
and
ice cream and fancy crackers.
home
their
congratulated
at
Card table
trouble. Dr. Littletield is attending her
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; cheatra was of the very best.
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temperature,
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I lie March term of Supreme J udicii •1 Mr. Witham seems to have
Mrs
I were provided for those who did not car
was a complete surprise to Mr. and
outlay. Everything necessary for jade(
his share of sickn· ss in his family a
dances. At tntermissio
Court opens Tuesday of next weel
and will always be rememberer j nerves or bodies, or the cure of rheuma for the round
Clifford,
with
ton
and cake
March 14, with Judge Wm. 1'. Whiti >■ three of bis sous are suffering
AT THE PHARMACIES OF
and kindred ills refreshments of ice cream
a great deal of pleasure and grati
with
neuralgia
tism,
not
gout,
bas
Kenneth
son
ye
served. The programme was prit
house of Augusta presiding. The gran i silitis and his
not only for the substantial gift will be found at The Well and—a moderi ι were
tude,
foot.
wounded
a
extr
be I η recovered from
round dances, but several
jury empaneled in October will
and large eum of money received, bu I rest cure—Canada's health resort eithe r cipally
for the benefi
attendance. Traverse jurors, so far Λ
I winter or summer. Descriptive liters plain dances were added
for tbe kindness and good will shown.
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Joseph H. Λ bbott. An<lorer.
application
I harlett B. alien, Norway.
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Hot cocoa, fruit punch, fancy cracken
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but expect recovery.
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WHY WEAR GLASStS

THAT DO NOT FIT?

quite

AREN'T YOU INTERESTED?

to

50 to

$3.
3.

win-

our

discount

a

not

Old.
$i 25

of the styles in
and look at them.

Winter Clothing at

now.

COME IN.

F. H. NOYES CO.,

NORWAY.

SOUTH PARIS.

Just Received
New Shirt Waist
to

69c.,

no

two

Suitings from

25

alike and the latest novelties.

New Walking Skirts direct from the
factory in a variety of new cloths

Bargain.

Great

The balance of our $1.00 left
Corsets for 49c.

over

Job Lot of New Hamburgs for 5,

yard.

9 and 25c. per

S. B. & Z. S. PRINCE1,
Maine.

Norway.

Abstract of the Annual Statement of the

/Etna Insurance Company,
Hartford C<>nn.

Wanted.

$ 132,522 40

Mortgage I.oan
St'Cksand Ronds,

"gents' RaUnces,
Interest, rents and all ot'

fering.

or

some

Stop

dows.

Expre^.sivi Nam* for Indigestion

particulars

matter if you do

Several styles of Stiff Hats
A gie.it variety of shapes and colors in Soft Hats,

We have

1 Brooks,

FOR SALE.

ton.

a most

FOUNTAIN

:

pfl
[j·

White Sewing Mathe company well in hand and will pass
Λ high
excellent inspection.
chine in good ruining condition.
week
for
a
is
Mrs. L. M. Lunt
visiting
Cost $45 oo ew. Will sell for $12.
or ten days with her people at Farmingaddress or call at
For

Gilbert
1.
lload Commissioner L.
sandoil the walks on Main Street one
d:ty this week. The streets for some
time have been very slippery indeed.
Stephen Ethridiie, the first and only
mail carrier on Route No. 2, from the
Norway office since the service frae instituted, has resigned. The vacancy will
be tilled bv the appointment of Fred II.
I'erry with his fat Iter. W. O. Perry, as
substitute, on April 1, '05.
The Veranda Club hold a family supper at G. A. R. Hall Thursday evening,
the 9th. The regular meeting will be
held with Mrs. Sarah Devine
Mr. and Mrs. Llewellyn II. Cushman
have commenced housekeeping at their
Owing t(.
new home on Marston Street.
the sickness of Mrs. Cushman's mother
and sister they have been with Mr. and
M re. No vers.
On February 22, Mrs. George Herrick
entertained her sisters, Mrs. Charles S.
I'enley and Mrs. Ira Moulton, and her
brother, Bradley Frost, at her home on
Maple Street. The family gathering was
the only one for seventeen years and was

Shapes for Young

LUCKY CURVE

of
In Norway, Feb. 27. Hon. .Ios< ph F. Stearns
l.uvell, aged 63 years.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
In Oxford, Feb. 15, Infant son of
Herbert Mayberry.
The Pharmacist,
In Kumford Falls, Feb. 26, John Sylvester,
aged about 59 years.
Next
Door to Post Office,
Andrews,
Wallace
Mrs.
Feb.
In Oxford,
24,
■
aged 61 years.
South Paris.
Babb.
Wallace
Mrs.
Feb..
In Mexico,
in Norway, Feb. 24. Mrs. Minnie (Crosby)
VOTICE.
duck, aged 34 years. 2 month*, 26 days.
In Yarmouth ville, Feb. 16, George L. Jackeon, Id lie l'Utile <»r.rl .if the Unite·! "Hate" for the
MhIiio. In Boikruptcy.
U'etrLtof
aged 39 years.
W Law·
In Boston, Mass., Feb. 18, Wilson
)
about 41 years. In he metier o'
me. formerly of Albany, aged
JOSIA'I V FOX,
I In Bankruptcy,
In Gllead. Feu 2G, R S. Burliank.
of Lovell, It nkrupt. )
Adams.
In South Watcrford. Frb 25, Josrph
65
To the creditors of Joslah H. Ko\ In the
In Ruinford. Feb. 28, Henry M. Colby, aged
County of Οχ fun I ami district aforesaid :
years, 7 months, 4 day".
Notice Is hereby jtlvnn that un t e 4th <lay of
In Itethel, Mar. 1, Francis A. Young, aged 77
March, A. D l;«A, the said Jox'ah H. Fox wan
years.
duly η ijudlrated Imnk'imt, an<l that the ilrst
In Ruckfle'd, Feb., .'aod> Rrlggs.
In λ von. Mans., Feb. 25, Mrs Catherine Young meeting of hie creditor* will be held it the ('nurt
dar of Mar.,
Kimball, wlie of the >at<- Moites S. Kimball, aged House, In South Pari*, on the 22nd
A. D. 1W«, at 10o'clock In the forrnoon, atwh'ch
8o vcars, 4 months.
72
said
c-edltors
time
the
years.
attend,
may
prove their
John
Ford,
aged
In llaitford, Feb.,
claims, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt,

an

Every man likes to see anil know what the new
them on. No
very glad to show you and let jou try
care to purchase now.

PARKER

We hare a complete Une.
Price· from $1.60 to $10.00.
L fl
remind yon that right
Lg· Let tu
dow ia the time to pick one out*
We guarantee them.

Fond.

fresh from th« makers.
We >hall be
*t\lo* are

Spring HfttB

New shapes of

For you eoold not find a better
or more tuefol article than a

H

bv Rev. D. F.
of Rethel and
s

Come in and Get Your Hat.

IT OVER

■H

STORES.

BLUE

11 THINK

Died.

...

Assembly,

».

À YOU

To Mother· 1> Tkli Tow··

NORWAY.

An Artistic 'and Financial Success.

in Paris.

day

On the Hint

Incorporated 1819.

of

December, 1904, made

to the State of Maine.
Commenced Business 1819.

\V. H. KING, Secretary.
\VM. B. CLARK, President.
Capital paid up in cash, $4,000,0<H).

ASSETS, December #1, lis>4.
Heal Estate owned by the Company, unincumbered,
Loans on Bond and Mortgage (first liens)
Stocks and Bonds owued by the Company, Market Value,
Cash in the Company's principal otlice ami in bank,

i

Agents' Balances,
Interest due and accrued,

Gross Assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

Admitted Assets,

......

$15,<123,124.24
20,175.00

£15,002,948.59
LIABILITIES, December .11, l'.*)4.

Net amount of Unpaid Losses and Claims,
Amonut required to safely re-insure all outstanding risks,
All other demands against the Company,

ξ

Total Liabilities,

$

Capital actually paid up iu cash,
Net Surplus over all Liabilities,
Surplus

for

425,000.00
12,(100.00
i;$,59;},0S:{.
998,0titf.;iO
5U:{,018.20
755.82

....
....

None.

il,000,000.00

5,063,098.47

0,539,250.12

10,539,250.12

Policy-holders,

Aggregate, including Capital and

504,542.03
4,499,155.84

Net

$15,002,948.59

Surplus,

FREELAND HOWE, Agent,
Norway.

Maine.

Crystalline

DR.

DeWITT PARMENTER,

Eye Refractionist,

Specialty

Ladies'

Specialties

Store.

lady,

adjustable yoke,

perfect

perfectly

hips
perfect hanging

through

Look

over

these

L.

Specialties

M.

before

LUKTT,

buying.

St., Norway

Telephone

Suits and Overcoats
A saving to you by buying now.
winter overcoats anil ulsters at several
M my weeks more of cold
dollars ctl'in price.
All broken lots
»
them.
wear
t
which
weather in

at cut

All of

prices
our

and odds and
the

same

hive

late

more

en

Is in our suit

Bargains

1200
10 00

S

00

h.

comers

to choose from.

$i8co Suits and Overco.it»
15(0
13.50

mi He red

stock have

for all but ti'St
aie now

$13.50

Suite ami Overcoats

are now

12.00

Suits and Overcoats

are now

10 00

Suits and Overcoats
Suits a«.d Overcoats
Suits and Overcoats

aie now

10.00

are now

B.

are now

7 50

6.00

FOSTER,

NORWAY,

MAINE.

ΛΒΒΒΒΒΒΒΒΒΒΒΒΒΒΒΒΒΒΒΒΒΒΒΒΒΒΒΒΒΒΒΒΒΒΒΒΒΒΒΒΒΒΒΒΒΒΒΒ—Β»

■

^.Ycu will want

■

I Tuck's Famous Post Cards,
just received one of their
large new albums containing over 600
different subjects. They are just what
We have

J

you

■

want for your

collection.

3 cents each.

2 for 5 cents.

F. A.SHURTLEFF & CO.
a Stores, I Ziï.'Siï: 1 Maine.

j

J

m;a«aa«faiitiaa»<ws«€

CASTORIA
Til Uni Y01 Hiii Alwajs BiugM

')

®earstthe

<Μ^·&ΖΧύ

Great reduction in Heating
Stoves, selling at cost for

the next two weeks.

YOUR OPPORTUNITY !
Full stock of Shoe Steel, Iron, Builders' Hardware, Shovels, Axes and

Handles. All kinds of job work done.

J. P. Richardson,
South Paris, Maine.

A LOW PRICE
—

OS

ACHED IN EVERY BONE.

OorrespoD denoe on topic· of interest toib· l»4i
U «often*!. Addi«m: Editor HoiCUiAX**»
Colomb, Oxford Democrat. Purl·. M»ln«.

Woman Who Was So

Ckkago Society

—

H0MEMAKER8' COLUMN.

Sick She Could Not Sleep or Eat,
Cured by Uou's Kidney Pills.

Some New Makes with Eft·.
477.—Trlanjfle.
Egg· are generally supposed to beas
1. A noted author. 2. To Ικ.» llxed in. digestible cooked in one way "
3. Appearance. 4. For fear that. δ. but the truth is that there is aconeldertest the difference
G. A negative adverb. 7. A able difference. To
Anger.
between a fried egg and a poached egg
letter In triangle.
we Dlaced one of each style of cooking
in a tumbler and poured artificial gaatrio
beariug-down pains.
No. 478.—Sum* i'uulr.
Don't worry over imagined "female
juice over them. After three days had
to close out odd patterns and clean
The third word is formed by joining passed the fried egg was not newly
troubles." Cure the kidneys and you will
the 8Uttlx of the first and second digested, and it took less than half the
up stock
be well. Read how to find the cure.
Example: Hu man, sin-ner— time for the poached ege to'digest.
Marion Kuight, of 33 N. Ashland Ave., words.
The yolks should be beaten until they
Chicago, III., member of the Chicago manner.
are thick and lemon-colored, and the ad1. From to rescue and etyle form an
Federation of Musicians and a well-known
dition of a tablespoonful of cold water
will make them light and foamy. Beat
club woman, says: "This winter when I angle.
cloth
and
2. From η yellowish cotton
the whites till so stiff and dry that they
started to use !
form sharply.
fly from the beater like foam.
Doan's Kidney single
In making an omelet, always use hot
3. From moisture and prolix form sulPills I ached in
water; it makes it far more tender than
lenly.
Comer Miin a'nl DanrVth
every bone and
milk. The right quantity to allow for
had in tense
each egg need is a tablespoonful of
Xo. 479.—'The Man ter Hoir tie.
kidthe
in
pains
Find the name of the matiter rogue
the eggs are beaten aeparately
neys and pel- In inordinate desire, particularly of
with the amount of liquid added to th
The
vic organs.
wealth.
urine was thick
•yolks for an omelet, cut and
whites. Have the pan well covered with
BO YEARS*
and cloudy, and
Xo. 4MO.—Changed Initial*.
butter to prevent the mixture sticking.
EXPERIENCE
I could barely
There was an o'.d man who would
Spread the omelet out evenly with a
Whenever the thunder did
eat enough to
shake of the pan, and set it on apart of
Very close to the road.
1 felt a
live.
the stove where it will cook
In his
abode.
the
for
soon
will
change
While it is still soft on top begin to fold
Which he fears round his ears
a
within
in the middle, using for the
better
limber, broad-bladed palette kn,fe 1
week. The second week I began eating He was clever at reckonings
turn
it over. The inside will beι a.line,
« RAUt
heartily. I Ixgau to improve generally, As potatoes ut so much a
Designs
puffy, creamy mass; the top and bottom,
And the farms could inspect
and before seven weeks had passed I
the delicately browned surface which
Copyrights 4c.
collect.
And the
I had spent hundreds of dolwas well.
Anronewndtni: a fkoH h and description may
rested on the bottom of the pan. it
But he never could quite sound a
< tir op*moo free whether an
ascertain
qutci&l/
lars for medicine that did not help me.
should be turned out carefully on a hot
inrentH>n ts prt'ba! 'r atentaMc CVmmunlca·
There was a young student at
M<>nM*tnctljr (N»»itl<i*»iitial. Handbook on Patent·
worth of lean's Kidney Pills rebut
platter and sent immediately to he
securing patenta.
sent fr»H5. OIM atretic* f
Whose figure was quite like a
table. There are many ways of making
stored me to p-rfect health."
Patents taken thr«»Uk'li Muun Λ Co. receive
been said
But it well
la the
without
notw,
tprcuil
charge,
a plain omelet still more appetizing by
A FliEE TKIAL of this great kidney
That a lad with a head
placing on it before folding over to
medicine which cured Miss Knight will : May mark out for others a —.
serve, a few spoonfuls of stewed peas or
be niaiù ϋ on application to au.v part of
A handsomely '.llortrnted weekly. I inrest clrminced meat that has been heated up.
Xo. 4SI.—Πίακοηηΐ.
filiation i>t any «.-leiidUe »··ιΐΓηβ1. Terni», W a
the United States. Address Fôster-Mil»ear: four month», IL Sold byall newxleaier*.
it a hot sauce—tomato or
When the words are rightly guessed Pour around
Sold by all
Co.. Hulïalo. Ν. Y.
burn
mushroom.
Broadway,
α
the diagonal from 1 to » will spell the
,,
box.
deuk.-a
cents
;
per
price,
fifty
D.
C.
The omelet provides a delicious way
Branch USca. β» Y St_ Washington.
name of a pretty missive.
in which to use up many little bite
If a sweet omelet is de"left overs."
1, aoooooooo
oaooooooo
sired. slice up fresh fruit in seasonooaoooooo
peaches are delicious served in the folds
of the omelet with a sprinkling of sngar.
oooaooooo
WITCH HAZEL
Small fruits are also nice, and sliced toooooaoooo

Carpets

Wool

Wo.

When a woman's kidneys go wrong,
her back gives out and every little task
becomes a burden. Site is tired, nervous,
sleepless, run down—suffers daily from
backache, hea haches, dizzy spells, and

^her,

Chas. F. Ri

Sts.,1

lK1After

VIAINF.

NORWAY,

ίο,£ίη ^®

Patents

Scientific American.

M

New York

CO

HEADQUARTERS

FOR

SALVE

oooooaooo
000000*00
oooooooao
οοοοοοοο·9.

TBS ORIGINAL.

1. The same as the diagonal. 2. A
3. Belonging to
devotee of Bacchus.
allegory. 4. To relieve. 5. According
7. A sacred
«5. Benefit
to canons.
sons of praise. S. One who np|*eals. 0.
To make tliiit or slender.

known Core for Piles.

A WeO

Cures obstinate sores, chapped hands, ecskin diseases. Makes burns and scalds
painless. We could not Improve the quality
if paid double the price. The best salve
that experience can produce or that money
zema,

No.

buy.

can

4N-.—Illu*trated Word*.

Cores Piles Permanently

DeWltt's Is the original and only pure and
Witch Hazel Salve made. Look for
name DeWITT on every box. All othei·
■re counterfeit. niruniT

Ciuine

*. C.

Records, Blanks, Horns, and

Supplies.

Ν. H.

Berlin,
Catalogues

sent on

NASH,

J. WALDO

Licensed Taxidermist,
MASONIC

BLOCK,
NORWAY.

Telephone Connection.

application.

WANTED.

Peeled Pulp Wood, Spruce, Fir, Hemlock and Poplar, delivered on car* at
any Κ. K. Station from Pownal to Hethel,
the coining year.
E. W. PEN*LEY, West Paris.
J. M. L)AY, Bryant's Pond.
May 30, 1904.

Jeweler and Graduate Optician.

Lowest Prices in Qxiord County
mORWAY, MAINE.

Easy

Soap=Making
with

BANNER LYE

To make the very bet,t soap, simply
dissolve a can of JJukh r lye in cold
water, melt 5 'i lbs. ot grease, pour the
Lye water ia the grease. Stir aud put

tside to scL

Pull Direction·

00

Jianner Lye is pulverized. The can
may be opened and closed at will, per·

at a
mitung the use of a small quantity
It is just the article needed in
time.
It will clean pain",
every household.
floors, mar! leand tilo work, soften water,
disinfect sinks, closets and waste pipe*
Write for bookl.t "C'j.s cf li.mtu

Lye"—free.

Τ ho Ptua Chemical

Charlt,

Work·, Philadelphia
Λ

(

BosKn.

υ.,

Variety Store Co., igcaUi
Norway, Maine.

Yon

born,
any

buy

can

the

saw

s. «ichw

All Work Warranted.

wood

man,

saw

cheiper

Wednesday, Thursday

each week.

of Dear-

than

and

at

Friday of

C.

DEARBORN,
Maine.

A. W. Walker & Son,
Dealers in

ICE, COAL,

LIME, CEMENT
—

ALSO

Cement sidewalks made in iS nnd
24 inch squares for $1.00 per square
yard. Cement steps made to order.
South Paris, Maine.

[

birthdays.

gram.

Key to the Cuuler.

No. 408.—Diamond: 1. It. 2. Cow. 3.
Brown. 4. Crossed. Γ». ltoosevelt. β.
I'lovers. 7. Greeu. 8. Elk. t>. T.
No. 4β0.—Illustrated Central Acros
Crosswords—1.
tic: Centrals—Byron.
Gable. 2. Egypt. 3. Purse. 4. Crown.
J. Panel.
No. 470.—Triple Itiddiemeree: .Madison. Trenton, Sauta Fe.
No. 471.—Endless Chain: 1. Tear. 2.
Anb. 3. Abel. 4. Elbe. δ. Bean. U.
10.
Antl. 7. Tire. 8. Real. ». Also.
Soar. 11. Arno. 12. Note. 13. Tear.
No. 472.—A Letter Puzzle: Tare, stare.

Paw. space.

No. 473.—Doit' le Acrostic: I'rlmals—
Finals—Lowell. Crosswordsl. Idol. 2. Reno. 3. View. 4. Idle. 5.
Vail.
(Jill.
No. 474.—Beheadings: G-luss. G-Iow.
No. 473.—Concealed Word Square: 1.
dnyor. 2. Above. 3. Yokes. 4. Overt.

Irving.

Iffif Early Riser·
Ih· taaawM MM· pilla.

South Paris, Maine.

j

lu
Miss
Newbudd
(concernedly)
deed!
And what was the cause ol
your early blindness?—Evening Tele

Place near fair grounds.

C.

Hosts.
No. 47<i.
Deletions: Moose, Mose.
îraln. grlu. House, hose. Haste, hate
Elarsli, hash.
».

—

If you cannot eat, sleep or work, fee)
lean, cross or ugly, take Hollister's
ocky Mountain Tea tide month. A
>nic for the sick. There is no remedy
jual to it. 35 cents, Tea or Tablete.
A. Shurtleff & Co.; Oria Stevens.

In
Childhood
means health tu later year*. As the
child build." the adultshall be. Weakly,
neglected chl.dreu do not κ row to vigor»»
Childhood comman and womanhood.
plaints yield easily to proper treatment— but thru ilu
not eorrtct tSenueives. The weak stomach, pallid complexion,
listleM bearing. irritable temper, disturbed sleep, speak plainly (
the allmeuU common to children, most of which have their origin tu
disordered stomach and bowel·.
The greatest .safeguard to children's health is

>

RAW OR INFLAMED

LUNGS

"She said she'd be angry last night If I
issed her."
"Well?"
"Well, I might just as well have done
for she seemed to be angry about

•mething anyhow."

SPECIALTY.

Grippe coughs yield quickly to the
jnderful curative qualities of Foley's
oney and Tar. There is nothing else
ust as good."
F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.

For Price and Particulars address,

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

shop-

Yield quickly to the wonderful curave and healing qualities of Foley's
oney and Tar. It prevents pneumonia
id consumption from a hard cold seted on the lungs. F. A. Shurtleff A Co.

quantity desired.
A

get along with her/'

Mrs. Cheery—You
should
ake light of your troubles, dear.
Mr. Cheery—I do. Whenever a
ueper sends me a bill I burn it

WOOD ASHE5 FOR SALE
LOTS

Cure will digest any quantity of all the
wholesome food you want to eat while
your stomach takes a rest—recuperates
This wonderful
aud grows strong.
preparation is justly entitled to all of its
many remarkable cures. Sold by F. A.
Shurtleff A Co.
Riches, my friend, said the plutocrat,

bring happiness.
Maybe not, said the proletarian, but it
must be a heap of satisfaction to have a

do not

lot of money and be able to talk like that
to a chap that hasn't any.

PLEASANT AND HARMLESS.
drug the stomach to cure

a

Don't

One Minute Cough Cure cuts
the mucus, draws the inflammation out
of the throat, lungs and bronchial tubes,
heals, soothes ana cures. A quick cure
for Croup and Whooping Cough. One
Minute Cough Cure relieves a cough in
one minute because it acts first on the
the
where
mucous membrane right
cough troubles—in the throat or deepseated on the lungs. Sold by F. A.

cough.

Mother—"Oh, doctor!

I'm

Self-love is the
it cold feet.
j

For Infants and Children.

sword fish.

True
people would take more of the
L. F.' for general debility and building
be leu
up of the sysiem there would
sickness and fewer doctor's bills. You
see fit.
may use this statement if you
—James H. Curbank. Clerk and Treasurer.
Ckesterville. Me.

"Your grammar
the mud dahhler.
isn't very good."
"Well. I'm smart, anyway," declared
the swordtisli. "I shall never be caught
by any of these fishermen with a fuuI'm too
uy little worm on a book.

only kind

that doesn't

True "L. F." is

The

smart for that."
And then he went darting around bene.itli the boats of the tisl.ermen who ι
had come out from the shore with their
hooks and lines and nets to catch tish.
Every now and then tiie swordiish
would go to the surface of the water

Kiaerooine,

Freight

Mother—"Yes;

it was

pared

me

some

A

cian prescribed for me, yet I did not
prove. I then tried Foley's Honey
Tar, and eight dosee cured me."
fuse substitutes. F. A. Shurtleff &
Kerwio—I

gueft

imand
ReCo.

my wife thinks I'm a

pretty smart man.
Merritt—What's the explanation?
Kcrwin—She admits that I am half
smart as she thought I was the day
were

as
we

married.

•
Important to Mother·.
Examine carefully every bottle of CASTORIA,
« aafe and aore remedy for Infants «ad children,

and

aee

that it

la Use For Over SO Year».
The Kind Toe Bave Alwayi Bought.

He wore a

DANGERS OP PNEUMONIA.

as

low

a>

High

in

Facsimile Signature of

The

Iuipocuuloaa Turk.

Collecting money from Turkey le a
A distinheartbreaking enterprise.
guished American once went there to
collect a debt of $50U,l)00 owing to an
English syndicate, which included two

members of parliament and a cabinet
minister, ile expected to see the busir.es.; thro:*,h in two or three months.

foreign ambassador undeceived
three or four mouths and

a

"Say

you will be as far off from obas you are today,"
had gone out there
to prosecute claims, lie added, whose
hair had turned gray with the strain
to which they were subjected and who
had gone home thoroughly broken In
health, unable to obtain a Turkish lira
to show for years of fruitless labor.
One victim of Turkish duplicity and
procrastination died in a lunatic asylum. One of the embassies had been

twenty-five years prosecuting claims
without realizing a cent.

VanltleM.
Savanarolo ouce marked his strong
condemnation of luxury by collecting a
large number of articles which he reas vanities during the carnival
Burning of the

Λ I b

jj

^v.

assembled crowds.

A cold at this time if neglected is
«OILED EGOS ON ROUNDS OF BICE.
Japanese Ladle* nnd Snlclde.
liable to cause pneumonia which is bo
Mold boiled rice in pound bakingWhile Japanese ladles never commitand even when the patient
often
fatal,
powder cans previously wetted in cold has recovered the lungs are weakened, ted bamklrl, the honorable équivalent
water. When cold, turn out and cut in
them peculiarly susceptible to was death by a stab in the neck from
thin slices, spread with butter, and set making
the development of consumption. Foley's her own dirk, a weapon which she genin a hot oven until crispy brown. Break
and
Tar will stop the cough, heal
the eggs in a flat dish separately, as for Honey
erally carried in her girdle to be used
and strengthen the lungs and prevent
in
the
oven
until
set
and
In time of need.
they
poaching,
A
Co.
F.
Shurtleff
A.
are firm.
Where a Roman dame would iu anSprinkle with salt and pepper pneumonia.
and a little catsup or the juice of a sour
in the world do you send cient times have plunged her dagger
Fanny—Why
orange. Cut the eggs apart with a
for so many catalogues and then Into her own heart, a Japanese heroine
round tin cutter, just the size to shave away
her
never buy anything?
preferred to thrust the weapon Into
a
off all the ragged edge; lay each on
Suzette—To keep the postman coning neck, ant' there Is no record of either
and
at
once.
rice round
serve
here. I don't want those women across male or female in Japan ending existthe etreet to know that Jack and I don't
POACHED EGGS IN WHITE STOCK.
ence In the fashion that is so often demore.
Dilute a cupful of white stock with correspond any
picted In western novels and less frehalf a cupful of hot water, and bring to
BY THE
quently perhaps In real life.—Ninea
boiling point. Drop in the eggs
The pill· that act as a tonic and not as teenth Century.
separately from a cup, and cook until ft drastic purge, are DeWitt's Little
the whites are set and a film forms over
Tiden on the Great Lnkex.
Early Risers. They cure Headache, Conthe yolk. After the desired number of
stipation, Biliousness, etc. Early RisIn theory there must be lunar ti les
eggs are cooked, thicken to the con- ers are small,
easy to take and easy to
lakes, although they may
sistency of cream the stock they were »ct—a safe pill. Mack Hamilton, hotel on the great
in bodies of
poached in, with flour. The eggs are slerk at Valley City, N. D., says: "Two be too small to be detected
water so much more affected by winds
each served on rounds of buttered toast
bottles cured me of chronic constipawith the sauce poured around.
and by differences iu barometric prestion." Sold bj F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
sure. This latter influence Is so potent
BICE PYRAMID WITH EGGS.
The best thing about a woman is a that in Lake Michigan it sometimes
To one cupful of hot boiled rice add a nan's arm.
causes disturbances resembling tidal
cupful of well-eeasoued tomato sauce,
waves when the surface of the water
half a cupful of chopped celery and a
True Friendship. Harold—My trusted
calm.
tableepoonful of grated cheese. Heat ind bosom friend, Jack Armstrong, has le otherwise quite
through thoroughly and pile up in the :ut me out in the affections of Dolly
Reconciled to It.
center of a flat dish with fried eggs jliddygurl! What do you think of that?
around it. These ehould be
The car was crowded lo its full caI think that's the kind

a

I

jjCl

and

BFihi

Ely's Cream Ealin
clcuni'ce,ioothe-'a!idh( *.'a
the d'ueajcd nicrnbr.ii.e.
11 curee catarrh and «!:
ηw.i7 a cold lu the u-ud

j

quickly.

~

«7

_Eî

C'rcaia îîrtfm ia placed Into the nostrils, spreads
the tr.cubrane and is absorbed. Relief tslrauiecintca ,Ja cuio fo.lows. It is not drying—does
not produce sneezing. Large Size, 60 cents at Druggists or by mail ; Trial Size, 10 cents by mail.
Ei.Y UltOTBERS, 58 Warren Street, New Yor!;

Farm Hunters

answered

our

extensive newspaper

In Maine alonewo sold 289 farms during'04.
If you want to sell, write today fur our free
farm description blanks.
We require no payment in advance.
We use our own money to advertise your property. We sell stores, mills, shops and hotels too.

E.A.STROUT FARM AGENCY,
BOSTON.
Tremont
ISO

NttisuSt., N.V.

Temple,

^ gont·.
W. o. FROTH INGHAM, South

FRENCH, Norway.

!.. W.

l'art β,

Wîde=Awake
Farmer
subscribe for

give him the experience of
advanced
the
in all
and
improvements
methods
which are an invaluable aid in
securing the largest possible
profits from the farm, and with
to

Weekly Newspaper

others

to keep him in touch with the
doings of his neighbors, and all
items of interest to himself and

special

family.

welcome

visitor

in

household.

or

Tribune Farmer,

will post you every week on all
of
important agricultural topics

every

the

day,

and show you how to

make money from the farm

Any person sending

us

the

money with the order can secure
the Democrat and Tribune Farm=
er

One Year For

t^utslde work, send lu your orders l'lne Lum
iter und Shlniflee on.h.irvl Cheap for C'aeb.

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.
Matchcl Hani Wood Floor Hoards for sale.

for every mem-

The New-York

admirably supply your
wauts for county news and prove

Also Window & Door Frames.

matter

ber of his family.

The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Me.,

€1Ui\I)LËK,

High-Class

Agricultural Weekly

a

Good Local

a

If In witfit of any kind of Finish for inside

NKEDS

A

will

1 will furnish DOORS nnd WINDOWS of any
Slio or Style at reasonable prices.

W.

A

Farmer

who is interested iu the news of
Paris ami Oxford Couuty should

I). M

Builders' Finish !

IÎ,

wm

Every
Up=to=Date

Every

12,000
more

ma

+

C«M3OCa6CHM«0C^^

^

over

advertising last year.

<

.$1.75·
Λ*

y

Afc'po"

FOR

FOR ONE JYEAR
9

la nil Its stages there
■lioii'.d be clounliae-s.

—

The Ν. Y. Tribune Farmer

Nasal

CATARRH

mut

MS

The Oxford Democrat

SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St..

old

s

ATTENTION FARMERS!

specialty,

L, IVk TUFTS,

and

h

TMf Of IfTAUll MHNNV. NEW VOMI CrTt.

Crayon, Water color,
and Oil

nu» h

1)(IS»S

EXACT COPY OF WBARPOR.

G ade Portrait Work

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

garded

placed In the center, while children
standing round sang hymns before the

NEW YORK.

Me.

Mouldings si

Sepia

any of my lines."
"I'll get him for you," replied an
jld fisherman, as lie picked up a stout
slick from the bottom of the boat.
Then the very next time that the
uwoWliish darted into the air the old
fisherman reached over and dealt him
a hard blow with the stick, and .Mr.
Fish fell Into the boat with his senses
kuocked out.
Moral.—There's more than one way
to catch a fish.—Detroit Journal.

Worms .Convulsions .Fevenshness and LOS9 OF SLEEP.

Franklin \Vha»f,

&

and Jump up into the air to show himself to the men and let them know
what a beautiful tish there was that
they could uot catch. lie went as near
tin» boats as he could, too, so every
b:>»iy could have η good view of him.
"I would like to have that tish," said
one of the men, "but he won't bite at

Use
For Over
Thirty Years

A perfect Remedy forConstipaΠοη, Sour Stomarh, Diarrhoea

Mats, Mirrors

"THEY'LL NEVER CATCH 1IB."

to be burnt in the Piazza dclln Signoria,
Florence, on Shrove Tuesday, 14l»7. In
this "burning of the vanities" were inNothing to Fear.—Judge Ruck wood cluded fancy costumes, carnival masks,
Senator
Hoar,
Hoar, brother of the late
false hair nnd rouge pots, cards and
was noted aa a wit as well as a jurist.
dice
boxes, books and pictures, tohi«
hie
as
before
death,
daughter
Shortly
entered his room in the morning, be gether with casts and valuable sculpsaid: "My dear, I had a dream last night tures of questionable character. Built
and in it I saw the angel of death sitting up Into a pyramid of seven stagesat the foot of my bed. At first 1 was
signifying the seven deadly sins- the
horribly frightened, but as I gazed at my pile was burnt by lighting fagots
vieitor my fears vanished.
fur cap."

p. M.

and Pictures,

druggist pre- taining your money
medicine, and a physi- lie remarked. Men

cold.

severe

7

%fSSS2Au+

#1.00

Picture Frames

The following letter from A. J. Nus- But
baum, of Batesville, Ind., tells its own 'iiin.
story. "I suffered for three months then
a

$1 00.

Portland,

is an old

MONTHS.

VOUJ^SAMVUPtTClSR

LI.3C0MB, Agent.

F.

only a quarter."

Ely's Liquid Cream Balm

with

always

rates

other lines.

J.

at

of

-WÀbiSmML*

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, ami India Wha*f, Boston,

daily except Sunday,

Signature

Promoles Digestion,Cheerfulness and Rest .Contains neither
Opium,Morphine nor>Iineral.
Not Narcotic.

REDUCED RATES.

he

out

j

Portland Division.

....

Bears the

I
t

teiip Company.

Portlnnrf to Boston,

you've come. We have just had such a
We thought at first the baby had
swallowed a five-dollar gold piece."
Doctor—"And you found

similating theFood andBegulating the Stomachs andBowels of

Spring System

a

Always Bought

ÀVegetahle Preparationfor As

Cleanser end Tcnic.

scare.

hadn't?"

The Kind You Have

"! have received such great benefit from
the 'L. F.* Atwood's Bittera that I want
to tell about It. I am positive that If

"If .von were really as smart as you
think you are. you would sing. 'Of
all the (1 h beneath the sky there's
"
declared
none so very smart as 1,'

glad

so

CASTORIA

Stomach, Bowels, Liver
Kidney·. The More "LP."
the Le»» 5lckne··

"Of all the tish in all tlie Hen there's
none so very smart as me." sang the

Shurtleff A Co.

*kA

$1.75.

CUT THIS OUT—SEND TO-DAY

ClltlVDliEK,

J

THE OXFORD

DEMOCRAT,
Maine.

South Paris,

Gentlemen:—Inclosed you will find $1.75 for which
will
please send to the address below The Oxlord
you
Democrat and New-York Tribune Farmer for One Year:
Send Democrat to.

TONIC^OUTe!

arranged

fried in butter and seasoned with salt
and pepper.
EGGS

A

LA

CREOLE.

Cook a dozen button onions tender,
and reheat them in a tableepoonful of
butter, frying them brown on all sides.
Γο a cupful of Mexican sauce add the
unions, two anchovies chopped fine and
ι tiny pinch of red pepper.
Poach the
lumber of eggs required, place on buttered rounds of toast or plain bread, and
terve with the sauce poured over.
MEXICAN

8A I CE.

tablespoonfuls of vinegar add
ι tableepoonful of chopped green pepper,
1 bay leaf and a sprig of parsley minced
ine; strain into a pint of plain white
lauce, adding tbe zest of a lemon and a
always ι easpoonful of finely chopped chives.

DR. J. F. TR'JE & CC.,
Auburn, Maine.

LOAD

marry

It will bring rich, red blood, firm flesh
id muscle. That's what
Hollister's
ocky Mountain Tea will do. Taken
lis month, keep· you well all summer.
> cents, Tea or Tablets. F. A. Shurtleff
Co. ; Orin Stevens.

Kor indigestion, irritability, const!pulton, poor appetite pcrvisiinees,
fevers, stomach i<tid li\er tiouble«, and worms it Is uncounted. I'nrents
of two generations have relied upon it. It restores sound, vigorous
health when nothing else will. Klrvt it removes the cause, theu
aids nature to repair the damage; builds anew the wuste,
enrich·· the blood and seuds a glow of health and vigor
to everv organ and tissue of the body. At all druggists. 35c.
Writ· (or free booklet: "Children and Their Diseases."

CAR

"They

say Miss Highstepper is going
an army officer."
"Well, I should think that a man who
lakes a business of war might be able
>

Dr. True9s Elixir

In any

Kodol in the cure of Stomach Trouble. I
was afflicted with Stomach Trouble for
fifteen years and have taken six bottles
of your Kodol Dyspepsia Cure, which entirely cured me. The six bottles were
worth $1,000 to me." Kodol Dyspepsia

P-."L. P.M Re lie vm mad Strength·"·—ι
end

The Overconfident Fish

mForeSpoached

will keep until
the left-over
you can find a use for them if they are
placed in a glass of cold water. They
will remain fresh for several days. On
the other hand, you may want to use the
yolks for garnishing and the like, in
that case separate the whites carefully
!. Λ word indicating time without from the yolks and drop them into boiling hot water, cooking slowly until they
end.
minutes.
The
hard-boiled-ten
are
2. By word of mouth.
whites of eggs if kept for more than an
hour or so, will not be available to whip
No. 483.—Λιικκταιη Verne.
up frothily. They should be put in a
hearts
cold place the minute they are opened.
Among η lot of merry
I sought a valentine.
EGO BALLS.
SOC Ρ
Anil head no ηοΈ I asked myself
On whom my choice should fall.
These are delicious to serve with soup.
But foun<l salt ta 1 could not choose
Mash the yolks of two bard-boiled eggs
Because 1 ED VOL them all.
with an equal quantity of freshly mashAmi so my ears the twes for a year
ed and seasoned potatoes; mix with the
At least will number more
Thun at none. I'm very sure.
yolk of a raw egg. Roll in tlour, making
little balls the size of cherries and drop
lias ever haul before.
into the skimmer for a moment in boil\o. I.H4
Jumbled State·.
ing hot water. Serve in the soup.
Slsiniour. Ei
Davane.
lnncowiss.
KGG8 IN REMOULADE.
nam.
Seeseennt.
Cut open carefully lengthwise hardboiled eggs and take out the yolke.
Her One Comfort.
Chop eight clams—this quantity to be
The maid of France was reviewing used with as many yolks. Add a cupful
of cooked mushrooms, a parboiled stalk
the situation.
"At least there's one comfort," she of celery, and seasoning of salt, pepper
"I am not 'made In Ger- and a walnut of melted batter blended
remarked.
"
with a teaapoonful of floor and a cupful
many.*
of rich cream. Stir together over the
With this patriotic thought to uphold
lire until the sauce is slightly thickened.
her. she nerved herself for the ordeal
Lay the whites of the egg· on a platter,
—New York Tribune.
concave sides up, sprinkle with finely
rolled bread or cracker crumbs, and eat
in the oven to keep warm while reheatA Query.
Miss Oletimer—You would hardly be ing the yolks in the sauce. When hot,
the
lieve it, but I have seen but twenty replace tbe yolks in the centers of
whites and pour over the sauce.
—

M--j

tiRADUATB OPTIC1A

a

Saws!

place in Oxford County.
SAWS CUT OVER

South Paris,

Package

Every

OKANGC, MASS.
Many Sovniic Machines are madetosell reeard*
less oi qua; ty, but the
Home" is madt
to wear.
Our guaranty never runs out.
We make Sewing Machines to suit all condition!
of the trade. The " X»» Home ** stands at th«
head of all lli^h-^rudo family sewing machines
ϋοΜ hy uutliurizv«l dralenonljr,

Saws!

Quick I

and

Before You Purchase Any Other Write
THE NEW HOIVii SEWING MACHINE COMPART

llobba'

gestion, Dyspepsia,
Risings, Bad Breath and all stomach troubles. N. Watkins, Lesbus, Ky.,
of
says: "I can testify to the efficacy
aour

friend in a new form. It is prepared
for the particular benefit of sufferers
from nasal catarrh who are used to an
atomizer in spraying the diseased membranes. All the healing and soothing
properties of Cream Balm are retained in
the new preparation. It does not dry
Price, including
up the secretions.
tube, 75 cents. At your drug^ spraying
56
Warren Street,
or
gist's
Ely Brothers,
eggs the water should New York, will mail it.
boil gently and be deep enough to cover
the eggs; drop each one in from a saucer.
How She Managed It.
They were
The water should he -Ited. A. «». » seated in the parlor and there was a
He seemed a
a film settles over each, showing the hitch in the conversation.
volk through in a delicate pink, lift it on trifle nervous and ahe seemed a trifle
to a slice of hot buttered toast with a bored.
Finally he said :
"What a lovely evening for a walk!"
"Indeed it is," ahe rejoined. "Would
dainty way to serve eggs for breakfast, tea or luncheon is to take ro"°d you like to take a walk?"
he
assented,
slices of bread, toast them slightly, but"Above all things,"
ter and dip the edges all roundI in hot eagerly.
water. On each round spread the white
"Then why don't you?" she queried.
of an egg whipped stiffly with a speck
And he did.
of salt. Make a depression in the center
A DESTRUCTIVE FIRE.
and set in the yolk of the egg; place the
toast in the oven just long enough for
To draw the fire out of a burn, or heal
the yolk to set and the white to become a cut without leaving a scar, use DeWitt'a
a trifle brown.
Send to table on small Witch Hazel Salve. A specific for piles.
hot platters, garnished with sprigs of Get the genuine. J. L. Tucker, editor
of the Harmonizer, Centre, Ala., writes:
Haxel
Witch
are never separated, and only "I have used DeWitt'a
slightly beaten for custards. In boiling Salve in my family for Piles, cuts and
a custard, care should be taken that it burns.
It is the best salve on the markdoes not curdle. It should be removed et. Every family should keep it on
from the fire as soon as it begins to hand." Sold by F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
thicken and poured through the strainer
in the bowl. But if it should curdle
Doctor—"Madame, I can never cure
through a moment's neglect, do not you of this throat trouble if you don't
throw it away, but strain into a bowl stop talking."
and beat up rapidly. It will become
Lady—"But, doctor, I'm awfully caresmooth again, but not quite so thick. ful what I say, and I never use anything
Curdled custard makes good icecream. but the choicest language."
In using the whites of eggs sometimes
THREE
FOR
COLD
find a use for A SEVERE
you cannot

immediately
yolks; these

HILLS,

stomach,

PREgg8

CO.. CHICAOO.
by K. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.

DeWITT Λ

Sold

Gas on the

TIRED OUT?

Al) Animal Story For
Little PoiK?

®J

De WITT'S

W. H. Winchester,

▲ DINNER INVITATION.
After» hearty meal* doaeof Kodol
Dyapepala Cure will prevent an attack
of Indigestion. Kodol i· a thorough dlgestant and a guaranteed cure for Indi·

To three

EGG EAC-CLAIBES.

Beat up eix eggs sufficiently to mix
he whites and yolks. Season with salt
tnd white pepper and pour into a butterid square tin. Set in a hot oven until
irm. Prepare a pancake batter by mixng together a cupful of flour sifted with
teaspoonful of baking powder, a pinoh
>f salt and a dusting of paprika, two
iggs beaten with a third of a cupfnl of
old milk, and a tableepoonful each of
•live oil and lemon juioe.
Slice the
>aked egg mixture into strips three
nches long by two wide and dip in the
>atter. Lay side by side in a buttered
rying-pan and fry a delicate brown on
K>th side·. Serve on a hot dish garnislid with cress or
lettuce-leave·—the
mailer leaves of a bunch which are
risper and more tender as well a· more
lelicate in color^han those on the outide.—New Idea.

Jerrold—Why,
have, old chap!

it a friend to

pacity, and

tered were

FOLEY'S HONEY AND TAR.

Cures coughs and colds.
Cures bronchitis and asthma.
Cures croup and whooping cough.
and
hoarseness
bronchial
Cures

iroubles.

Cures pneumonia and
P. A. Shurtleff & Co.

grippe.

the

"I know men," averred Uncle Allen
Sparks, "who think they are earning a
iving when all they are doing is beating
be world oat of one."

X)UGH SETTLED ON HER LUNGS.

"My daughter had a terrible cough
vhich settled on her lungs," says N.
lackson of Danville, 111. "We tried a

treat many remedies without relief, until
ire gave her Foley's Honey and Tar

vhich cured her." Refuse substitutes.
f. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.

"And how is Jack looking since he
narried for love?"
"A good deal like a cat that is owned
>y a vegetarian."
'NEUMONIA

FOLLOWS

A~~

COLD

follows the use of Foley'·
and Tar. It stops the cough,
leala and strengthens the lungs and afords perfect security from an attack of
tneumonia. Refuse substitutes.
F. A.
Shurtleff & Co.

tut

never

loney

He—I can never think of the
hing to say at the right timet

right

She—Why don't yon try saying the
igbt thing sometime· even if you get it
α the
wrong place?
If taken this
ummer.

month, keep·

you well all

It makes the little

ones

eat,

Dust and ash·· are exceedingly injo-l1 leep and grow. A spring tonic for the
rhole family. Hollister's Kocky MountFoley's Kidaep Cur· makes the kid-1 f looa to the hair. When
In Tea. 86 oente, Tea or Tablets. F.
ye and bladder right. Contains noth- I 1 ag or perfora lag other- oeaaahold I
id utlM w*ar a sweeping or das ting cap. ^ l. SbortieS ë Co.; Oris >Heis.
I injurious. F. A. Shurtleff Λ Go.

swaMlpgpduit-1Λ

/

same

strap.

Send Farmer

to.

Signed
NOTE.

COCOA
I is

distinguished

may be sent to different
addres8*8 if desired

The

]

from all others bv
quality and l

full flavor, delirious
[itsabsolute

Papers

purity.

QUAKER RANGE

the two who had just encompelled to hold to the

"We seem to be sentenced to hang,"
observed the maid.
"Yes," whispered the young man as
his fingers closed over hers. "Capital
punishment"—Chicago Tribune.
A Little Mixed.

"Johnson wants to borrow

some mon-

ey of me. Do you know anything abont
him?"
"I know him as well as I do you. I
wouldn't let him have a dollar."—New
Yorker.

The Liirnrv Receipt Hoot tent PRF.E·
The Walter M. Lowney Co., Boston, Mass,

I
AU the Way Round.
you don't quit teasing ino !
I'll tell meioma, and she'll tell papa,
TORONTO, Dominion of Canada.
then papa will whip you. Harry—Then
Ah cte Doc. 31, 1904.
t 1.1,000 00 I
I'll cry, and grandma will give me t lo teaec Loans
? to ks ami Bonds,
1,902,961 I»
some candy, and I won't give you any.

Margie—If

a

;

68,070 H4

h In office ami Hank
Balancée

le receivable,.,
Sente'

3U3.824 1»
2S.S71»21

Experience or Remlnlacence.
Grose Assets
The Author's Wife—How can you
«2,404.836 Λ».
>e<lu t Items not admitted,
44,331) XI:
write an up to date sea story when you
Admitted Asset*
haven't been 011 the water for years?
$2,300.4!» 40
Llabllltiee Dec. 31, 1904.
The Author—Well, I've been married
|
$ 110,329 39
for twenty years, and yet I can write a ί et UnpaM Lowes
'noa-ned Premiums
1,527.3*1 M
love story.—Life.
301.000 00
icposlt Capital
521,799 20
8 urplue over all Liabilities

The Bitter End.
$2,300,496 46
q otal Liabilities and urplus,
W. J. WHKELKH ACO., Agents,
A pupil In one of the New York pubj
South Parte, Maine.
lic schools was asked to write a sen·
tenee containing the words "bitter
end." He turned In the following: "A
DR. T. J.
iog chased a cat and bitter end."
ft

JUDKINS,

Wlthoat

the Silence.

Snacks—Did your wife's mother treat
you with silent scorn? Jacks—No such
luck; ah· Juat treated me with acorn.
C

VETERINARY

SURGEON/

HIGH STREET, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
Curtis Hill and Pari· Telephone.
B. r. D. Ko. 1.
PBOKPT ATTlSnOR.

·

The

nickel

rails in the

QUAKER MODEL are easy
to remove as they are put
on

without bolts.
50 cts.

°own 'nd

50 cts.. w«k..

